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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

0

0

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

May 13, 2005

Bill Eaton, BWRVIP Chairman
Entergy Operations, Inc.
Echelon One
1340 Echelon Parkway
Jackson, MS 39213-8202
SUBJECT:

SAFETY EVALUATION OF PROPRIETARY EPRI REPORTS, "BWR VESSEL
AND INTERNALS PROJECT, RAMA FLUENCE METHODOLOGY MANUAL
(BWRVIP-1 14)," "RAMA FLUENCE METHODOLOGY BENCHMARK MANUALEVALUATION OF REGULATORY GUIDE 1.190 BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
(BWRVIP-1 15)," "RAMA FLUENCE METHODOLOGY-SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 2
SURVEILLANCE CAPSULE FLUENCE EVALUATION FOR CYCLES 1-5
(BWRVIP-117)," AND "RAMA FLUENCE METHODOLOGY PROCEDURES
MANUAL (BWRVIP-121)," AND "HOPE CREEK FLUX WIRE DOSIMETER
ACTIVATION EVALUATION FOR CYCLE 1 (TWE-PSE-001-R-001)"
(TAC NO. MB9765)

Dear Mr. Eaton:
By letters dated June 11, 2003, June 26, 2003, August 5, 2003, October 29, 2003, and March
24, 2004, respectively, the Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP)
submitted the following Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) proprietary reports for staff
review and approval, "BWR Vessel and Internals Project, RAMA Fluence Methodology Manual
(BWRVIP-1 14)," "RAMA Fluence Methodology Benchmark Manual-Evaluation of Regulatory
Guide 1.190 Benchmark Problems (BWRVIP-115)," "RAMA Fluence MethodologySusquehanna Unit 2 Surveillance Capsule Fluence Evaluation for Cycles 1-5 (BWRVIP-1 17),"
"RAMA Fluence Methodology Procedures Manual (BWRVIP-121)," and "Hope Creek Flux Wire
Dosimeter Activation Evaluation for Cycle 1 (TWE-PSE-001-R-001)."
The reports listed above provide and support a methodology which is a new approach to
neutron transport that has been developed by the BWRVIP for determining neutron fluence to
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and internal components of BWR plants. The Radiation
Analysis Modeling Application (RAMA) code will be applied in the reactor beltiine region defined
by the top and bottom planes of the active fuel and the inner wall of the biological shield. The
methodology employs the RAMA computer code for evaluating the neutron flux from the core
through the downcomer, vessel internals, and through the RPV wall.
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The staff has completed its review of the proposed methodology and finds that the methodology
performs as described; however, the BWRVIP did not quantify the bias and uncertainty required
for the qualification of the methodology, as stated in RG 1.190, "Radiation Embrittlement of
Reactor Vessel Materials." Therefore, the staffs approval is conditional based on the following
criteria: (1) for plants that are similar in core, shroud and downcomer-vessel geometry to that of
the Susquehanna and Hope Creek plants, the RAMA methodology can be applied without a
bias for the calculation of vessel neutron fluence, (2) for plants (or plant groups) with a different
geometry than that of the Susquehanna or Hope Creek plants, a plant-specific application for
RPV neutron fluence is required to establish the value of a bias, and (3) relevant benchmarking
will be required for shroud and reactor internals applications.
The staff evaluation of the proposed RAMA methodology is attached. Please contact Meena
Khanna of my staff at 301-415-2150 if you have any further questions regarding this subject.
Sincerely,

William H. Bateman, Chief
Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure: As stated
cc: BWRVIP Service List
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR
REGULATION SAFETY EVALUATION OF BWR VESSEL AND INTERNALS PROJECT.
SAFETY EVALUATION OF PROPRIETARY EPRI REPORTS, "BWR VESSEL AND
INTERNALS PROJECT, RAMA FLUENCE METHODOLOGY MANUAL (BWRVIP-1 14)." "RAMA
FLUENCE METHODOLOGY BENCHMARK MANUAL-EVALUATION OF REGULATORY
GUIDE 1.190 BENCHMARK PROBLEMS (B.WRVIP-115)." "RAMA FLUENCE
METHODOLOGY-SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 2 SURVELLANCE CAPSULE FLUENCE
EVALUATION FOR CYCLES 1-5 (BWRVIP-1 17).-_"RAMA FLUENCE METHODOLOGY
PROCEDURES MANUAL (BWRVIP-121)," AND "HOPE CREEK FLUX WIRE DOSIMETER
ACTIVATION EVALUATION FOR CYCLE 1 (!WE-PSE-001-R-00!)"'

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

By letters dated June 11, 2003, June 26, 2003, August 5, 2003, October 29, 2003, and
March 23, 2004, respectively, the Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP)
submitted the following Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) proprietary reports for staff
review and approval, "BWR Vessel and Internals Project, RAMA Fluence Methodology Manual
(BWRVIP-1 14)," 'RAMA Fluence Methodology Benchmark Manual-Evaluation of Regulatory
Guide 1.190 Benchmark Problems (BWRVIP-115)," "RAMA Fluence MethodologySusquehanna Unit 2 Surveillance Capsule Fluence Evaluation for Cycles 1-5 (BWRVIP-1 17),"
"RAMA Fluence Methodology Procedures Manual (BWRVIP-1 21)," and "Hope Creek Flux Wire
Dosimeter Activation Evaluation for Cycle 1 (TWE-PSE-001 -R-001)." These reports were
supplemented by letter dated September 20, 2004, in response to the staff's request for
additional information (RAI) dated April 20, 2004.
The BWRVIP-1 14 report describes the theory of the neutron transport calculation methodology
and the uncertainty analysis. The BWRVIP-1 15 report documents benchmarking of the neutron
fluence calculation methodology against two reactor pressure vessel (RPV) simulator
measurements, a PWR surveillance capsule measurement and a calculational benchmark. The
BWRVIP-1 17 and TWE-PSE-001-R-001 reports present plant-specific surveillance capsule
neutron fluence benchmark comparisons for the Susquehanna and Hope Creek plants,
respectively. The BWRVIP-121 report provides the standard procedures for carrying out
neutron fluence calculations using this methodology.
The proposed methodology is essentially a new approach that has been developed by the
BWRVIP for determining the fast (E > 1.0 MeV) neutron fluence accumulated by the RPV and
internal components of BWR plants. The methodology employs the RAMA computer code for
evaluating the neutron flux from the core through the downcomer, vessel internals and through
the RPV wall. An important feature of the methodology is that the neutron transport calculation
is 3-dimensional, rather than a synthesis of two 2-dimensional calculations that is used in the
finite differences method on which presently approved methodologies are based. An additional
feature of this approach is that the computer modeling of the physical geometry is represented
without approximation. The RAMA code will be applied in the reactor beltline region defined by
the top and bottom planes of the active fuel and the inside surface of the biological shield. The
methodology employs the most recent BUGLE-96 nuclear transport and reaction-specific
ENCLOSURE
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measured activity cross section data. The BWRVIP calculation and uncertainty methodology is
summarized in Section 2. The technical evaluation is presented in Section 3, and the limitations
and conclusions are provided In Section 4.
1.2

Purpose

The staff reviewed the reports discussed above to determine whether the BWRVIP's proposed
methodology will provide an acceptable method for determining the fast (E a 1.0 MeV) neutron
fluence accumulated by the RPV and internal components of BWR plants.
1.3

Regulatorv Evaluation

The basis for this review is Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.190, "Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor
Vessel Materials." RG 1.190 is based on General Design Criterion (GDC) 14, 30 and 31, and
describes the attributes of neutron transport methodologies which are acceptable to the staff.
The basic feature of an acceptable methodology is that the code is benchmarked by acquiring
and evaluating a statistically significant database of measurement-to-calculation ratios and the
resulting bias and uncertainty are within certain limits.
2.0

SUMMARY OF THE EPRI BWRVIP VESSEL NEUTRON FLUENCE METHODOLOGY

2.1

RPV Neutron Fluence Calculation Methodoloay

The BWRVIP neutron fluence calculational methodology employs the RAMA code to evaluate
the neutron flux through the core, vessel internals, and vessel geometry. The code uses the
BUGLE-96 cross-section library to calculate the neutron transport and to determine the
reaction-specific measured activities. The RAMA code employs a combinatorial geometry
method which allows an exact representation of geometrically complex components. This is
accomplished by building the desired internal component using various primitive geometry
elements (Ref. 8).
The neutron transport calculation is based on the following: (1) the three-dimensional transport
equation is integrated by attenuating the neutron fluence along discrete rays according to the
macroscopic cross-section and optical path in the intersected region, (2) a set of parallel rays
are chosen in both a radial and axial plane and the neutron fluence is determined on this grid,
(3) to account for the various possible directions of particle transport, rays are defined on a
discrete set of angular quadratures, and (4) anisotropic scattering is treated using a Legendre
expansion of the neutron scattering cross-section.
The neutron source is determined based on the core power density and the region-wise power
distribution. The RAMA source accounts for the exposure dependence of the core neutron
source and allows for a detailed pin power description of the source distribution. Typically,
reflective boundary conditions are applied on the planes that define the angular sector of the
geometry being calculated (typically, a core octant or quadrant), and vacuum boundary
conditions are applied at the outer radial boundary (e.g., the outside wall of the RPV) and on
upper and lower axial boundaries.
In order to facilitate comparisons of measurements to calculated values (as instructed by RG
1.190), RAMA calculates the corresponding quantities for the measured reaction rates. RAMA
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-3determines the time-dependent neutron flux and tracks the target and reaction product nuclides.
The RAMA methodology includes a detailed neutron fluence uncertainty analysis. The
parameters making a significant contribution to the neutron fluence calculation uncertainty are
identified and RAMA is used to determine numerical sensitivity coefficients for these
parameters. The uncertainty contribution from these parameters is determined by combining
the numerical sensitivities with the estimates of the input parameter uncertainties. When
making comparisons to benchmark measurements, the calculation-to-measurement (C/M)
differences are combined using a covariance matrix to determine the uncertainty contribution
from the measurements. The overall calculation uncertainty and bias are determined based on
the C/M differences and the calculation input parameter uncertainties.
2.2

Calculation of the RPV Benchmarks

In validating the RAMA methodology, comparisons of RAMA predictions were performed for the
following four benchmarks: (1) the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Pool Critical
Assembly (PCA) benchmark experiment (Ref. 9), (2) the VENUS-3 engineering benchmark
experiment (Ref. 10), (3) the H. B. Robinson-2 (HBR-2) RPV benchmark measurement (Ref.
11), and (4) the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) RPV calculation benchmark of
NUREG-6115 (Ref. 12). The PCA and VENUS-3 experiments are well-documented RPV mockups, including high accuracy dosimetry measurements. The PCA core includes twenty-five
material test reactor (MTR) curved-plate type fuel assemblies and the simulator geometry
includes a thermal shield, RPV, and void box outside the RPV. The PCA dosimetry
measurements were made at positions in front and behind the thermal shield, at locations in
front and behind the RPV, and at RPV internals locations. The PCA dosimetry measurements
include the Np-237 (n, f), U-238 (n, f), In-115 (n, n'), Ni-58 (n, p) Co-58 and AI-27 (n, a) Na-24
reactions. The RAMA model is 3-dimensional and includes a radial quadrant of the PCA
geometry, the full height of the core and the regions above and below the core. Detailed
comparisons presented for both the thermal shield (or core shroud) and RPV locations indicate
good agreement with the dosimetry measurements.
The VENUS-3 core consists of twelve 15x15 pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies
and the simulator geometry includes the baffle, core barrel, neutron pad and RPV simulator.
The VENUS-3 dosimetry measurements include the Ni-58 (n, p) Co-58, In-115 (n, n'), and AI-27
(n, a) Na-24 reactions. The RAMA model is 3-dimensional and includes a radial quadrant of the
simulator geometry, the full height of the core, and the regions above and below the core.
Detailed comparisons are presented for the core, baffle, and core barrel and indicate good
agreement with the measurements.
The HBR-2 benchmark experiment provides a well-documented set of dosimetry measurements
for a full-height operating PWR, Including core barrel, thermal shield and RPV. The HBR-2
dosimetry measurements include Np-237 (n, Q), U-238 (n, f), Ni-58 (n, p) Co-58, Fe-54 (n, p) Mn54, Ti-46 (n, p) Sc-46 and Cu-63 (n, a) Co-60. The measurements were made at an in-vessel
capsule and at a cavity location. The HBR-2 RAMA model is 3-dimensional and provides a
detailed representation of an octant of the problem geometry for a centrally-located axial region
of the core. The model extends from the center of the core out to' the outer surface of the
biological shield. Detailed comparisons are presented for both the in-vessel surveillance
capsule and the cavity measurements, and indicate good agreement with the measured data.
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BNL NUREG-61 15 provides the detailed specification and corresponding numerical solutions for
a BWR RPV neutron fluence benchmark problem. The benchmark problem provides a
reference calculation for a configuration that is typical of an operating BWR which includes the
downcomer and RPV neutron fluences and the dosimeter response at an in-vessel surveillance
capsule. The surveillance capsule dosimetry includes the Np-237 (n, Q), U-238 (n, f), Ni-58 (n,
p) Co-58, Fe-54 (n, p) Mn-54, Ti-46 (n, p) Sc-46, and Cu-63 (n, a) Co-60 reaction rates. The
RAMA model is 3-dimensional and provides a detailed representation of an octant of the
problem geometry over an axial region that includes the core as well as the regions above and
below the core. The model extends from the center of the core out to the outer surface of the
biological shield. Detailed comparisons are presented for both the RPV neutron fluences and
the dosimetry reaction rates. The surveillance capsule comparisons indicate good agreement
for all reaction rates. The downcomer and RPV neutron fluence comparisons indicate that
RAMA is conservative relative to the reference solution.
2.3

Calculation of the Susquehanna Neutron Fluence Measturements

As part of the RAMA plant-specific qualification, RAMA transport calculations have been
performed for the Susquehanna Unit 2 surveillance capsule that was removed at the end of
Cycle 5. In order to validate the fast (E > 1.0 MeV) neutron fluence evaluations of the
Susquehanna RPV, comparisons of the calculated and measured neutron fluence have been
made to determine the neutron fluence calculational uncertainty and to identify any systematic
bias in the neutron fluence predictions. The Cycle 5 surveillance capsule was located in the
downcomer, radially at a position close to the innerwall of the RPV, and azimuthally 300 from the
core flats. The surveillance capsule included three each of the following dosimeter wires:
copper, nickel, and iron. The measured activities included the Cu-63 (n, a) Co-60, Ni-58 (n, p)
Co-58, and Fe-54 (n, p) Mn-54 dosimetry reactions. The measurements were of high quality
and were reported to have uncertainties on the order of a few percent.
The RAMA calculational model was based on detailed plant data provided by the Pennsylvania
Power and Light (PPL) Company. The geometry data were taken from plant drawings and used
to model the surveillance capsule and various core, core shroud, jet pump/riser and RPV
components. RAMA provided a geometry model of high accuracy in which both the Cartesian
geometry of the core boundary and the cylindrical geometry of the jet pump/riser components
were represented without approximation. The RAMA model included a one-eighth (450)
azimuthal sector and the radial geometry from the center of the core out to the inner wall of the
biological shield.
The core neutron source was based on the Susquehanna Cycles 1-5 operating history.
Three-dimensional power, void and exposure distributions were constructed from the plant
operating history files. The pin-wise gradient and exposure dependence of the neutron source
for the fuel assemblies on the core periphery were included. Each cycle was described by a
representative set of operating state-points. Tho neutron fluence accumulated by the capsule
dosimeters was
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determined by an appropriate weighting of the RAMA state-point calculations. An extensive set
of sensitivity calculations was also performed to ensure the stability and convergence of the
numerical solution.
RAMA calculations of the dosimeter activities were performed and compared with the
measurements (dps/g). The average C/M overall measurement was found to be very close to
unity indicating that there is no significant bias in the RAMA neutron fluence predictions. The
standard deviation of all C/M values was less than 20% as recommended in RG 1.190
(Section 1.4.3). In order to provide an independent assessment of the accuracy of the RAMA
neutron fluence prediction, a detailed analytic uncertainty analysis was also performed. The
important input parameter uncertainties were identified and an estimate of the uncertainty in
each parameter was determined. The uncertainty in each parameter was propagated through
the RAMA calculation using numerical sensitivity calculations. The resultant analytic estimate of
the RAMA neutron fluence calculation uncertainty, corresponding to the observed C/M standard
deviation, was also shown to be less than 20%.
2.4 Calculation of the Hope Creek Neutron Fluence Measurements
RAMA transport calculations were performed for the surveillance capsule removed from the
Hope Creek RPV at the end of the first cycle. In order to validate the fast (E > 1.0 MeV)
neutron fluence evaluations of the RPV, comparisons of the calculated and measured neutron
fluence have been made to determine the neutron fluence calculational uncertainty and to
identify any systematic bias in the neutron fluence predictions. The first cycle surveillance
capsule was located in the downcomer, radially at a position close to the innerwall of the RPV,
and azimuthally at 330 from the core fiats. It is noted that two additional capsules are located at
121 0 and 2990. The surveillance capsule included three copper and three iron flux wires. The
measured activities included the Cu-63 (n, a) Co-60 and Fe-54 (n, p) Mn-54 dosimetry
reactions. The measurements were reported to have uncertainties on the order of a few
percent. The copper activity was corrected for the presence of Co-59 impurity of about 0.25
parts per million (ppm).
The RAMA calculational model was based on detailed plant data. The geometry data were
taken from plant drawings and used to model the surveillance capsule, the core, core shroud,
jet pump/dser, and RPV components. RAMA provided a geometry model of high accuracy in
which both the Cartesian geometry of the core boundary and the cylindrical geometry of the jet
pump/riser components were represented without approximation. The RAMA model included a
one-eighth (450) azimuthal sector and the radial geometry from the center of the core to the
biological shield.
The core neutron source was based on the first cycle's operating history. Three-dimensional
power, void, and exposure distributions were constructed from the plant operating history files.
The pin-wise gradient and exposure dependence of the neutron source for the fuel assemblies
on the core periphery were included. The neutron fluence accumulated by the capsule
dosimeters was determined by an appropriate weighting of the RAMA state-point calculations.
An extensive set of sensitivity calculations was also performed to ensure the stability and
convergence of the numerical solution.
RAMA calculations of the dosimeter activities were performed and compared with the
measurements (dps/gm). The average C/M overall measurement was found to be very close to
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-6unity indicating that there is no significant bias in the RAMA neutron fluence predictions. The
standard deviation of all C/M values was less than 20% as recommended in RG 1.190
(Section 1.4.3). In order to provide an independent assessment of the accuracy of the RAMA
neutron fluence prediction, a detailed analytical uncertainty analysis was also performed. The
important input parameter uncertainties were identified and an estimate of the uncertainty in
each parameter was determined. The uncertainty in each parameter was propagated through
the RAMA calculation using numerical sensitivity calculations. The resultant analytical estimate
of the RAMA neutron fluence calculation uncertainty, corresponding to the observed C/M
standard deviation, was also shown to be less than 20%.
3.0

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The staff's review of the BWRVIP neutron fluence methodology focused on the details of the
application of the neutron fluence calculation methodology and the qualification of the
methodology provided by the benchmark comparisons and the plant-specific CIM database.
3.1

RPV Neutron Fluence Calculation Methodolocqv

In the RAMA transport calculation, the neutron flux is determined by summing the contributions
from a set of particle ray tracings through the problem geometry. The accuracy of this
technique depends on the specific problem geometry, as well as the number and distribution of
the rays used to track the neutrons' through the geometry. In addition, the components that are
associated with the problem geometry are represented with a discrete set of spatial regions
(i.e., a spatial mesh). Because the neutron flux is averaged over these regions, a mesh-related
uncertainty is introduced into the calculation. Since both of these numerical uncertainties are
sensitive to the problem geometry, they require an evaluation that accounts for the geometry.
By letter dated April 20, 2004, the staff requested that the BWRVIP address the specific tests
and criteria used to assure the adequacy of the number of rays and volumes used in the RAMA
neutron fluence calculations for plant-specific applications. By letter dated September 29, 2004,
the BWRVIP indicated that in plant-specific model applications of the RAMA fluence
methodology, numerical sensitivity calculations will be performed to assure the adequacy of the
number of particle tracking rays and the number of volumes used to represent component
geometry in the RAMA neutron fluence evaluations. The staff found this approach acceptable.
The RAMA geometry model represents the individual components and regions of the problem
geometry using a library of pre-calculated geometry elements. The modeling of the reflector
region surrounding the core is particulariy complicated in that it involves geometry elements that
have both planar and cylindrical side boundaries. However, RAMA provides an exact
representation of the true geometry (i.e., preserves the exact location, orientation and shape of
all surfaces defining the physical geometry). For example, in the case of these reflector
regions, the BWRVIP indicated in its letter dated September 29, 2004, that the geometry model
allows for complex geometries, including the transition between the rectangular core and the
cylindrical core shroud, to be precisely represented.
The RAMA code has the necessary mechanisms for geometrical representation, neutron
scattering and neutron transport approximations. Therefore, the staff finds the RAMA code
acceptable, based on its structural features.
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3.2

Calculation of the RPV Benchmarks

The RPV benchmark calculations are performed to evaluate the accuracy of RAMA and to
identify any systematic bias in the proposed licensing methodology. In order for the benchmark
comparisons to reflect the difference between the benchmark and the proposed methodology,
the methods used in the benchmark calculations must be the same as the proposed licensing
methods. By letter dated April 20, 2004, the staff requested that the BWRVIP identify the
differences between the methods used in performing the RAMA benchmark analyses in the
BWRVIP-1 15 report and the methods that will be used in performing the calculations of the RPV
and core shroud neutron fluence. By letter dated September 29, 2004, the BWRVIP indicated
that the methods used in performing the RAMA benchmark analyses are the same as the
methods that will be used in performing BWR RPV and core shroud neutron fluence
calculations. The staff found this acceptable in that there would be no inconsistencies in the
methods used.
The BWRVIP-1 15, BWRVIP-1 17, and TWE-PSE-0O1-R-001 reports present the RAMA analysis
of a set of simulator calculations and operating reactor benchmarks which provide the basis of
the Susquehanna and Hope Creek applications of the RAMA neutron fluence methodology.
However, it is expected that as additional surveillance capsules are removed, new benchmark
C/M data will become available. RG 1.190 requires that as new measurements become
available, they shall be incorporated into the C(M database and the neutron fluence
calculational bias and uncertainty estimates shall be updated as necessary.
By letter dated April 20, 2004, the staff requested that the BWRVIP address how it will ensure
that new measurements are incorporated in the C/M database and that the neutron fluence bias
and uncertainty will be updated in a timely manner. In its response by letter dated September
29, 2004, the BWRVIP stated that comparisons to measured surveillance capsule and
benchmark dosimetry are maintained in a database that is updated as additional plant capsule
evaluations are performed using the RAMA methodology. In addition, the BWRVIP stated that
currently, TransWare Enterprises, Inc. (a primary contractor to the BWRVIP) maintains a
surveillance capsule and benchmark dosimetry measurement database. The BWRVIP further
stated that it would consider options of establishing a mechanism to collect and evaluate new
C/M data. Based on the above, the staff found the BWRVIP's response acceptable.
The staff s review of this section established that the RAMA methodology is applied to the
benchmarks in the same manner (approximations, cross-sections, etc.) as applied in
plant-specific applications, therefore, the staff is in agreement that if a bias exists in the
proposed code, it should appear in the benchmarks.
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3.3

Results of the Susquehanna Dosimetry Measurements

The Susquehanna, Unit 2 surveillance capsule contained three of each of the following
dosimeter wires; copper, iron and nickel. The RAMA calculated ratios and the corresponding
measured specific activity (dps/g) C/M ratios are close to unity and display very good
agreement The individual ratios are well within the 20% limit specified in RG 1.190. In
addition, the standard deviation is just a few percent.
In accordance with the guidance in RG 1.190, the BWRVIP-1 17 report includes an analytical
neutron fluence uncertainty analysis. This analysis is important since it provides an
independent estimate of the plant-specific Susquehanna RAMA neutron fluence calculational
uncertainty. The uncertainty analysis requires that estimates of the major components of the
uncertainty be determined and the uncertainties be propagated through the RAMA neutron
fluence calculation. The uncertainty propagation is performed using numerical component
sensitivity as calculated by RAMA. The important uncertainty components have been identified
and include the following: (1) capsule and flux wire locations, (2) RPV inner radius, (3) core void
fraction, (4) peripheral bundle power, and (5) iron cross-sections. In order to make an accurate
determination of the RAMA uncertainty, reliable estimates of the component uncertainties are
required.
By letter dated April 20, 2004, the staff requested that the BWRVIP discuss the basis for the
parameter uncertainty for the components/locations listed above. In its letter dated
September 29, 2004, the BWRVIP indicated that the uncertainty estimates for these
components/locations is based on the following: (1) as-built measurements, (2) design drawing
tolerances,
(3) experience estimates of ±5% variation in computed void fraction, (4) reported accuracy of
core simulation analysis, and (5) experience estimates of ±5% in the cross section, respectively.
In addition, the staff noted that Table 5-3 of the BWRVIP-117 report provided the values of the
calculated bias and total uncertainty. The BWRVIP also displayed the calculation of the total
uncertainty and bias from the C/M and the analytic uncertainty with weighting factors inversely
proportional to the analytic and C/M variances in the BWRVIP-1 17 report. The staff finds the
BWRVIP's response to the staffs request for additional information and the values of the bias
and uncertainty, as provided in the BWRVIP-1 17 report, acceptable because the values are well
within the limits set forth in RG 1.190.
3.4

Results of the Hoge Creek Dosimetry Measurements

The Hope Creek surveillance capsule contained three copper dosimeter wires and three iron
dosimeter wires. The surveillance capsule was irradiated during the first cycle for 377.9
effective full power days. The RAMA code calculated the specific dosimeter activity to the
corresponding measured specific activity (dps/g). The C/M ratios are close to unity and
displayed very good agreement. The individual dosimeter ratios are well within the 20% limit, as
specified in RG 1.190, and the standard deviation is just a few percent. However, it was noted
that unlike the Susquehanna case, the Hope Creek calculation does not include an analytical
uncertainty and bias calculation.
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CONCLUSION

4.1

BWR RPV Neutron Fluence

Based on the staff's review of the BWRVIP-1 14, -115, -117, and -121 reports, the
TWE-PSE-001-R-001 report, and the supporting documentation, the staff concludes that the
BWRVIP methodology, as described in these reports, provides an acceptable best-estimate
plant-specific prediction of the fast (E >1.0 MeV) neutron fluence for BWR RPVs. This
acceptance is limited to the axial region defined by the core active fuel height. The bestestimate RPV neutron fluence prediction is determined using the RAMA transport code, detailed
plant-specific geometry, core operating history, and the BUGLE-96 nuclear data library with a
minimum of a P 3 Legendre polynomial approximation in the iron inelastic scattering.
With respect to the calculation of BWR RPV neutron fluence, the staff concludes that based on
the plant-specific benchmark data presently available, no calculational bias is required for the
application of the methodology to plants of similar geometrical design to Susquehanna and
Hope Creek, i.e., BWR-IV plants. However, in order to provide continued confidence in the
proposed neutron fluence methodology for the BWR RPVs, the acceptance of this methodology
is subject to the following conditions for plants which do not have geometries similar to the cited
BWR-IV's:
"

To apply the RAMA methodology to plant groups which have geometries that are different
than the cited BWR-IV's, at least one plant-specific capsule dosimetry analysis must be
provided to quantify the potential presence of a bias and assure that the uncertainty is
within the RG 1.190 limits
and

"

Justification is necessary for a specific application based on geometrical similarity to an
analyzed core, core shroud, and RPV geometry. That is, a licensee who wishes to apply
the RAMA methodology for the calculation of RPV neutron fluence must reference, or
provide, an analysis of at least one surveillance capsule from a RPV with a similar
geometry.

4-2 Reactor Intemals
EPRIs stated objective for this submittal included neutron fluence calculations for reactor
internals. Neutron fluence values for reactor internal components are used to either quantify
irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) susceptibility, or to quantify helium
formation which could affect the weldability of reactor internals components. IASCC depends
on fast (E Ž 1.0 MeV) neutron fluence, while helium formation is a function of thermal,
epithermal, and fast neutron fluence. The calc ulational accuracy requirements for reactor
internals are not the same as those for the RPV, and are not covered by the guidance in RG
1.190. In addition, the submittal does not include any benchmarking for reactor internals'

neutron fluence calculations. Therefore, the staff will review qualification of RAMA for reactor
internals applications on a case-by-case basis, based on consideration of C/M values and the
associated accuracy requirements.
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Licensees who wish to use the RAMA methodology for the calculation of neutron fluence at
reactor internals locations must reference, or provide, an analysis which adequately
benchmarks the use of the RAMA methodology for uncertainty and calculational bias based on
the consideration of: (1) the location at which the neutron fluence is being calculated, (2) the
geometry of the reactor, and, (3) the accuracy required for the application. In addition, if a
licensee qualifies RAMA for calculating, for example, helium generation at one location (e.g.,
the core shroud), this qualifies RAMA for the same reactor and purpose at other reactor
internals locations (e.g., at the location of the jet pumps).
4.3 Assemblincq a Statistically Siqnificant Database
EPRI stated that efforts are underway to assemble a database which will enable the staff to
remove any limitations placed on the use of the RAMA methodology. For such an effort to be
successful, the staff expects that the neutron fluence uncertainty analysis and determination of
the calculational bias for the relevant fleet of plants will be updated, as additional measurements
are taken and as additional data become available. The results of the updated analysis,
including the C/M ratios, should be submitted to the staff for review and approval.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This report contains modeling guidelines, tips, and procedures to assist users of the Radiation
Analysis Modeling Application (RAMA) Fluence Methodology software package in performing
a fluence evaluation for a typical boiling water reactor (BWR). A previous version of this report
was published as BWRVIP-121 (1008062). This report (BWRVIP-12 1-A) incorporates changes
proposed by the BWR Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP) in response to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Requests for Additional Information, recommendations in the
NRC Safety Evaluation (SE), and other necessary revisions identified since the previous
publication of the report. All changes to the report except corrections to typographical errors are
marked with margin bars. In accordance with an NRC request, the report number includes an
"A," indicating the version of the report accepted by the NRC staff.
Results and Findings
This manual describes the entire fluence evaluation process. It begins with determining the
problem to be analyzed, describing computer resource requirements, and collecting the required
data. Detailed information covers building geometry models for the reactor and components of
interest, processing material data, evaluating flux and fluence results generated by the
methodology, and performing an uncertainty analysis of the results.
Challenges and Objectives
This project's objectives were to (1) develop a state-of-the-art method for calculating fluence
in a BWR; (2) adhere to the requirements of the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.190; (3) validate
the methodology against specific benchmark problems identified in the regulatory guide, and
perform plant-specific analyses; and (4) develop a system of software codes for utilities.
Applications, Value, and Use
The RAMA Fluence Methodology is a system of software components used to determine
neutron fluence in BWR components. The software includes a transport code, parts model
builder code, state-point model builder code, fluence calculator, and nuclear data library.
RAMA, Version 1.0, is designed to calculate the fluence for surveillance capsules, the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) within the active fuel height, and the core shroud within the active fuel
height. Future versions of RAMA will extend the methodology to other internal components that
are beyond the active fuel height.

xix

EPRI Perspective
Accurate neutron fluence determinations are required for a number of reasons:
*

To determine neutron fluence in the RPV and at surveillance capsule locations to address
vessel embrittlement issues

*

To verify neutron fluence in the core shroud in order to determine fracture toughness and
crack growth rate for flaw evaluation calculations

*

To determine neutron fluence in other internal components above and below the active core
for structural integrity assessments or for evaluating repair technologies

The RAMA Fluence Methodology is a state-of-the-art, versatile tool for calculating the fluence
of the BWR pressure vessel and internals.
The RAMA Fluence Methodology software package is a technical tool that requires an
understanding of reactor physics, computer modeling techniques, nuclear plant operation,
fluence determinations, and uncertainty and bias determinations. Users of the software should
have sufficient knowledge and experience in these technical areas to apply the software package
correctly and to interpret the results generated by the software package.

Approach
The project team developed a thorough description of individual software components that make
up the RAMA Fluence Methodology and the calculation and modeling processes. BWR designs
and conventions used to describe a BWR design in the RAMA model were covered in general
terms. Since accuracy of the fluence evaluation result is very dependent on the precision and
detail of design inputs, the team provided in-depth information on inputs used in the
methodology. They also provided guidelines for determining and applying the bias and
uncertainty parameters to the fluence evaluation in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.190.

Keywords
Boiling water reactor
Embrittlement
Fluence
Reactor pressure vessel
Vessel and internals
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ABSTRACT

This document contains modeling guidelines, tips, and procedures to assist the users of the
RAMA Fluence Methodology software package in performing a fluence evaluation for a typical
BWR reactor. It includes a description of the entire fluence evaluation process beginning
with a determination of the problem to be analyzed, determination of the computer resource
requirements, collecting the required data, building the geometry models for the reactor and
components of interest, processing material data, evaluating the flux and fluence results
generated by the methodology, and performing an uncertainty analysis of the results.
The RAMA Fluence Methodology software package is used to determine neutron fluence in
BWR Priority 1 components in compliance with the requirements and guidelines provided in
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 1.190. The BWR Priority 1 components
include surveillance capsules, the reactor pressure vessel within the active fuel height, and the
core shroud within the active fuel height.
The RAMA Fluence Methodology is a system of software components that include a transport
code, parts model builder code, state-point model builder code, fluence calculator, and nuclear
data library. The RAMA transport code couples a three-dimensional deterministic transport
solver with an arbitrary geometry modeling capability to provide a flexible and accurate tool for
determining fluxes in any light water reactor design. The model builder codes use reactor design
inputs and operating data to generate geometry and material inputs for the transport solver. The
fluence calculator uses neutron flux from the transport calculation, isotopic activation and decay
information, and reactor operating history to provide an accurate estimate of component fluence.
The nuclear data library contains nuclear cross section data and response functions that are used
in the transport and fluence calculations. The nuclear data library is based upon the BUGLE-96
nuclear data library which was processed from ENDF/B-VI.
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I

INTRODUCTION

The BWR Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP) has developed the RAMA Fluence
Methodology (hereinafter referred to as the Methodology) for use in calculating neutron fluence
in boiling water reactors (BWRs). The current version of the Methodology is applicable for
calculations at the surveillance capsule location as well as on the core shroud and within the
reactor vessel over the active fuel height. The Methodology is designed to meet the requirements
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Regulatory Guide 1.190 [1].
The Methodology includes computerized analysis tools that perform neutron fluence
calculations, modeling guidelines that describe the use of the methodology, and benchmark
reports that document the capability of the Methodology to accurately predict neutron fluence.
The benchmark problems that have been used to demonstrate the capability of the Methodology
include the analysis of specific benchmark problems identified in the NRC Regulatory Guide
1.190 and analyses of surveillance capsule measurements for commercial BWRs.
Accurate neutron fluence determinations are required for a number of reasons: 1) to determine
neutron fluence in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and at surveillance capsule locations to
address vessel embrittlement issues; 2) to determine neutron fluence in the core shroud in order
to determine fracture toughness and crack growth rate for use in flaw evaluation calculations;
and 3) to determine neutron fluence in other internal components above and below the active
core for structural integrity assessments or to evaluate repair technologies. Fluence predictions
are potentially required in other parts and locations within the reactor pressure vessel. However,
the near term need for fluence calculations includes mainly the internals such as the pressure
vessel, core shroud, surveillance capsule locations, and jet pumps, at elevations within the height
of the active fuel. Application of the Methodology to the evaluation of neutron fluence in
specific reactor system components should include, as appropriate, qualification of the
Methodology using available measurement and benchmarking data.
This manual is intended to provide guidelines for the user of the Methodology to assist
in ascertaining the fluence evaluation to be performed, collecting the data needed for the
evaluation, building the geometry models for the reactor and components of interest, processing
material data, evaluating the flux and fluence results generated by the Methodology, and
performing an uncertainty analysis of the results. The discussions and examples in this manual
describe the modeling and analysis process for typical BWR plants with jet pumps. However,
the basic process presented in the guidelines is applicable to BWR plants without jet pumps as
well. A summary of the remaining sections of this manual is presented in the following
paragraphs.
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Section 2 of this manual presents an overview of the Methodology software package. The
individual software components that comprise the Methodology are presented along with a brief
discussion of the calculational flow and overview of the entire modeling process.
Section 3 provides general discussions about BWR designs and the conventions that are used to
describe a BWR design in the RAMA model. RAMA's Cartesian coordinate system is illustrated
in this section.
Section 4 presents a summary of the entire Methodology modeling process from problem
description to data collection to fluence ahnalysis. Additional details and guidelines for specific
tasks of the modeling process are presented in the remaining sections of the manual.
Section 5 provides detailed information on the design inputs used in the Methodology. The
inputs include mechanical design inputs and operating data inputs. The accuracy of the fluence
evaluation result is very dependent upon the accuracy and detail of the design inputs, therefore,
following the guidelines in this section is important to the outcome of the evaluation. Also
presented in this section are the naming conventions used to describe the parts and materials in
the RAMA fluence model.
Section 6 describes the RAMA geometry model building process. Included are details on the
use of the Parts Model Builder code, a tool that automates the RAMA geometry model building
process.
Section 7 describes the use of the RAFTER code to calculate activation and neutron fluence.
The methodology used to compare the predicted activation levels to surveillance capsule
dosimetry measured values is also presented in this section.
Section 8 presents guidelines for determining and applying the bias and uncertainty parameters
to the fluence evaluation in accordance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.190.
Section 9 describes the process for calculating the best estimate neutron fluence for the reactor
pressure vessel in accordance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.190.
Section 10 lists the references used in this document.
Other project documentation for the Methodology that provides additional information and
details about particular aspects of the software includes a Theory Manual [2], a User's Manual
[3], a Benchmark Manual [4], and a Plant-specific Capsule Fluence Evaluation Report [5].

1.1 Implementation Requirements
In accordance with the requirements of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 03-08, Guideline for
Management of Material Issues, this report is considered "Needed" when performing a fluence
analysis using RAMA. Otherwise this report is provided for information only and the
implementation requirements of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 03-08, Guideline for the
Management of Materials Issues, are not applicable.
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2
BWR MODELING OVERVIEW

This section presents an overview of the Methodology process for calculating neutron fluence in
BWRs. The computer codes that comprise the Methodology, the sequence in which the computer
codes are used in a fluence analysis, the data collection process, and the documentation that
describes the theoretical basis, application, and qualification of the Methodology are discussed.

2.1 RAMA Fluence Methodology
The Methodology is designed to provide a standard methodology for calculating accurate
neutron fluence in BWR pressure vessels and reactor components. The Methodology is
comprised of computer codes and documentation. The computer codes perform the computations
for determining neutron fluence throughout the reactor system. The documentation describes the
theoretical basis, application, and qualification of the software for calculating pressure vessel
neutron fluence in accordance with the requirements set forth in the NRC Regulatory Guide
1.190 [1].
Figure 2-1 illustrates the calculation flow diagram for the Methodology.
The fluence evaluation process begins by specifying the scope of the analysis to be performed.
For example, the components and regions of importance for pressure vessel neutron fluence
determination lie in the axial elevations between the bottom of active fuel and top of active fuel
as defined by the reactor core region and the radial regions that extend from the center of the
core region to the outer surface of the pressure vessel wall.
Computer models for the fluence calculation are then constructed for the regions of interest
using plant-specific design inputs for the reactor. Reactor design inputs are classified in two
data categories: mechanical design inputs and reactor operating data inputs. Figure 2-1 shows
the design inputs at the top of the calculation flow diagram indicating that the collection of this
data is the first step in the RAMA Fluence Methodology calculational process. Collecting quality
data for the fluence model is a key contributor to the accuracy of neutron fluence calculations.

2-1
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Figure 2-1
RAMA fluence methodology calculation flow diagram

Mechanical design inputs describe the fundamental geometry of the reactor, which includes
dimensional, positional, and material information about the reactor components. Accurate
geometry information is needed in order to construct an accurate representation of the reactor
with the Methodology. Mechanical design inputs may be available in two forms: nominal design
information and as-built information. If available, as-built information should be used in the
computer models.
Generally, mechanical design information is readily available for the reactor. This information
is typically collected once, as the mechanical design of the reactor is not expected to change over
the life of the plant. There are exceptions, however, which include fuel assembly designs that
sometimes change with each operating cycle.
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Reactor operating data inputs describe the operating history of the reactor. Accurate operating
history information is needed in order to accurately predict the accumulated neutron fluence
in reactor components and to estimate the effective full power years (EFPY) of reactor operation.
Two types of reactor operating data inputs are needed: daily operating logs and reactor statepoint data. Daily operating logs report the actual power levels of the reactor on a daily basis,
including shutdown periods. Reactor state-point data describes the operating state of the reactor
at a moment in time. State-point parameters include the reactor power level, core power
distribution, core moderator (void) distribution, fuel isotopic distribution, control rod positions,
and ex-core coolant density distribution.
/

Reactor state-point data changes continuously with the operation of the reactor. It is expected
that this information will be collected frequently during an operating cycle. The frequency for
collecting this data is dependent upon changes in the core operating state and, most importantly,
to changes in the core power distribution.
Figure 2-1 shows three data paths for the reactor design inputs. The mechanical design inputs
flow to the Parts Model Builder ("PMB") code. The reactor operating data (i.e., state point data)
flows to the State-point Model Builder ("SMB") code and the daily operating history information
flows to the RAFTER fluence calculation code.
The PMB code uses the mechanical design inputs to build a meshed geometry model of the
reactor in a form that can be used in the RAMA transport code. The geometry meshing defines
the spatial detail that is available to edit the neutron fluence for the reactor components.
Typically, the PMB code is run once per operating cycle to account for any mechanical design
changes that might have occurred during a refueling outage, such as the insertion of new fuel
assembly designs. The outputs from the PMB code are typically provided as input to the SMB
code.
The SMB code uses the reactor operating data (i.e., state-point data) to process material inputs
for the geometry model built by the PMB code. The SMB code takes reactor operating data and
the PMB geometry data as input. The SMB code may be run from one to several times per
operating cycle, depending upon the number of operating state points that are used to
characterize the operation of the reactor for the cycle.
Reactor state-point data is quite voluminous and is best handled as electronic data files. It is
shown in Figure 2-1 that the reactor operating data flows into a "Utility Data Collection System"
box prior to being used by the SMB code. The purpose of the data collection system is to extract
data from reactor history files and process the data into a format suitable for use in the
Methodology. Reactor history data can be processed electronically from process computer or
core simulator code data files. The task of developing a linkage code is left to the utility, as each
utility can have significantly different formats for storing and retrieving reactor operating data.
In a worst case, reactor operating data may exist only as printed material, or "hard copy" listings.
Unfortunately, this is common among older plants. In this case, a more tedious effort will
probably be required to transform the printed material information into electronic form. As stated
earlier, the accuracy of the fluence calculations is partly dependent upon the quality of the
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operating data inputs. Consequently, the data collector is encouraged to obtain the highest quality
data about the reactor operating history of the plant as is available and practical.
Figure 2-1 shows that the output from the SMB code is input to the RAMA transport code.
The RAMA transport code performs the neutron flux calculations that are needed for the neutron
fluence calculation.
The RAMA transport method is based on a three-dimensional, deterministic transport technique
referred to as the Method of Characteristics [6]. The RAMA transport code includes special
treatments for flexible geometry, geometry ray-tracing techniques, variable angular quadrature
sets, anisotropic scattering, and vacuum and reflective boundary conditions. Several RAMA
transport calculations are generally required in the performance of neutron fluence evaluations.
One transport calculation is performed for each reactor operating state point processed by the
SMB code. Additional transport calculations will also be required for the fluence uncertainty
evaluation, if performed.
The RAMA transport code generates three data files: a track data file, a flux guess data file, and
flux data file (or punch file). The track data file and the flux guess data file are automatically
generated during a RAMA calculation. The data files may be saved and used in restart cases to
accelerate the calculations. The use of these files in restarts is optional and is specified by the
user. The primary output from a RAMA transport calculation is the flux data file. Flux data files
contain the neutron flux data that is needed by the RAFTER code.
The RAFTER code calculates neutron fluence and isotopic activation for each reactor component
of interest by combining the neutron flux data from the RAMA transport calculations with the
reactor daily power history information. The RAFTER code also estimates the number of
effective full power years of reactor operation from the operating history information provided
to the code.
Figure 2-1 shows that the RAFTER code, RAMA transport code, and SMB code all access the
RAMA Nuclear Data Library. The RAMA Nuclear Data Library contains all of the cross section
data, activation response functions, and other nuclear constants that are needed to perform the
neutron fluence calculations. The cross section data and response functions in the RAMA
Nuclear Data Library are fully consistent with the 47 neutron/20 gamma-ray energy group
data described in the BUGLE-96 nuclear data library [7].
The final step in the RAMA fluence evaluation process is the calculation of reactor pressure
vessel neutron fluence uncertainty. The uncertainty methodology is implemented in accordance
with the requirements set forth in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.190 and includes determining
analytic, comparative, and calculational uncertainties. Dozens of uncertainty parameters and
biases are evaluated for the analytic uncertainty that include reactor geometry, reactor operating
data, and calculational methods. The results of the uncertainty calculations are then used to
determine the best estimate neutron flux and fluence values for the reactor pressure vessel or
reactor components of interest.
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2.2 The RAMA Fluence Methodology Package
The Methodology package is comprised of five computer software components and five code
manuals, including this manual.
The software components are identified in Figure 2-1 and include four computational programs
and one nuclear data library. These include: PMB, SMB, RAMA, RAFTER, and the RAMA
nuclear data library. The code functions and capabilities were described in the previous
subsection.
There are five code manuals that describe the software, theoretical basis, use, and qualifications
of the Methodology, including this manual. Following are brief descriptions of the other four
manuals that document the Methodology:
*

RAMA Fluence Methodology Theory Manual [2] - describes the theoretical basis of the
geometry modeling, flux calculation, fluence calculation, nuclear data library, and
uncertainty methods.

*

RAMA Fluence Methodology User's Manual [3] - describes the input requirements and
outputs generated by the codes.

" RAM4 Fluence Methodology Benchmark Manual [4] - describes the results of selected
benchmark problems that are identified in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.190 for qualifying
fluence methodologies.
* RAMA Fluence Methodology PlantApplication Manual [5] - describes the results of a
plant-specific surveillance capsule fluence evaluation for a BWR plant.
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3

BWR MODEL DESCRIPTION

This section presents general information about BWR designs and how the design information
is translated into a RAMA geometry model. The RAMA model incorporates several features
to simplify the modeling process. Three key modeling features are:
" The RAMA geometry model employs a flexible modeling capability that allows the user to
describe the reactor pressure vessel, reactor components, and coolant regions in their true
geometrical form.
*

The RAMA geometry model is based on a Cartesian coordinate system that allows the user
to easily position reactor components and regions in three-dimensional space.

*

The RAMA geometry model employs user-convenient features that include simple
engineering parameters to describe the reactor geometry and descriptive mnemonic names
to identify reactor components and regions in the model.

The following subsections provide further discussions on general BWR reactor designs and the
use of the Methodology geometry models to describe the reactors.

3.1 BWR Reactor Designs
The BWR has several notable design features, but the most prominent feature that distinguishes.
it from other nuclear power plant designs is the coolant, or moderator, which is allowed to boil
and create steam inside the pressure vessel. Figure 3-1 shows an axial cutaway view of a BWR
assembly. This particular design is typical of BWR designs with jet pumps. The reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) and major reactor components are identified. Also shown in the figure are the
mirror insulation and biological shield structures that encase the pressure vessel.
There are several classes of BWR designs operating around the world. The principle differences
in the designs are core loadings (i.e., the number of fuel assemblies in the reactor core region),
rated core power densities, rated coolant flow rates, and shroud and pressure vessel diameters.
Another difference between the reactor classes is that early designs (i.e., GE BWR/2's and
earlier) do not have jet pumps while all later designs do. The Methodology is applicable to all
designs.
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Figure 3-1
Cutaway view of a BWR assembly

3.2 RAMA Model Coordinate System
The RAMA geometry modeling system uses the Cartesian coordinate system to describe the
spatial information for the reactor model. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate the three-dimensional
coordinate system for a BWR model.
For consistency with vendor reactor drawings, the origin of the model is specified at the inside
surface of the pressure vessel wall at the bottom drain plug. Figure 3-2 shows that the z-axis
traverses vertically through the center of the reactor core and defines the axial elevations for the
reactor. The (x,y)-plane of the coordinate system is perpendicular to the z-axis and is illustrated
in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3 shows that the azimuthal positioning of reactor components is relative to the north
compass direction which is specified as 0 degrees north. The north compass direction also
corresponds to the positive y-axis in the coordinate system. The azimuthal direction is
incremented in the clockwise direction from 0 degrees to 360 degrees. The east compass
direction is specified as 90 degrees clockwise from north compass direction and corresponds
to the positive x-axis. The south compass direction is 180 degrees clockwise from north and
corresponds to the negative y-axis. The west compass direction is 270 degrees clockwise from
north and corresponds to the negative x-axis.

3.3 RAMA Geometry Modeling Concepts
The RAMA geometry modeling system is modular. This allows the user to build each part or
region (e.g., core region, reflector region, shroud, etc.) of the reactor geometry model separately.
The final model is then defined by combining the separately built parts to form the solution
geometry. This modular geometry also allows the user to easily replace a part of one meshing
description with another part having a different meshing description. Rebuilding the entire
geometry model every time a part description changes, such as when fuel designs change
between operating cycles, is avoided with this feature.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the modular geometry capabilities of the RAMA modeling system for a
two-dimensional planar model. The illustration shows that the planar model is comprised of nine
parts: the reactor core region, a core reflector region, a core shroud, a downcomer region with
a jet pump assembly and surveillance capsule, a reactor pressure vessel, inner and outer cavity
regions, the mirror insulation, and the biological shield. The models for each of these parts are
built separately, but are then combined, as illustrated by the direction arrows, to form the RAMA
solution geometry.
A planar geometry model, such as the one illustrated in Figure 3-4, typically has a finite height.
That is, all parts in the plane start at the same axial elevation and end at the same axial elevation.
A modeling practice is for each plane to have a height of 15.24 cm (6 inches). This corresponds
to the axial height of a core node as defined in most core simulator codes. A single plane model
of finite axial height is illustrated in Figure 3-5.
A three-dimensional model of the reactor is then built by stacking a series of planar models in
the axial dimension to form the solution geometry.
Modular geometry models have several benefits. Perhaps of greatest importance to the user
is that smaller parts (i.e., simple parts of lesser complexity) are easier to visualize, which can
facilitate the model building process. By being modular, it is relatively simple to replace one part
of some detail with another part of more or less detail. Modular modeling techniques are easily
applied to the practice of bootstrap modeling which is described in the next subsection.
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Figure 3-4
RAMA BWR modular planar geometry model
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RAMA BWR planar geometry model of finite height

3.4 RAMA Bootstrap Models
The RAMA geometry modeling system is capable of describing the entire reactor in a single
model file. While this sounds intriguing, it is generally not practical to solve the entire reactor
problem in a single transport calculation, nor is it needed in many cases. As powerful as
computer systems are becoming, there remain physical limitations in computer memory, hard
disk capacity, and computation time that suggest alternate modeling approaches.
To compensate for physical limitations in a computer system, the Methodology supports a
modeling technique referred to as "bootstrap models". Bootstrap models allow a large problem
to be broken into smaller parts that are easier to manage and quicker to solve. When the
bootstrap calculations are completed, the results of the various bootstrap calculations can be
combined to provide a complete solution for the entire reactor problem. Bootstrap models also
allow the user to build special models that focus on specific regions of interest without the
requirement to model the entire reactor system.
Figure 3-1 illustrates a BWR reactor system with three axial zones. Zone I contains the reactor
core region, which is the source of the neutrons for neutron fluence calculations. This zone,
or a part of this zone, must be included in all bootstrap models. Zones II and III define the
components and regions that lie axially above and below the active fuel zone, respectively.
The approximate scope of the axial elevations in a RAMA three-dimensional fluence model is
illustrated in Figure 3-2 by the dashed horizontal lines that are shown just below the core support
plate and just above the core shroud head. Fluence evaluations beyond these elevations are
probably of no consequence as the neutron flux in these regions should not produce neutron
fluence above the material embrittlement threshold.
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3.5 RAMA Fluence Model Conventions
Three-dimensional geometry models can be quite complicated to build and understand due to the
extreme number of mesh regions and materials that comprise the model. The complexity, or the
perception of complexity, can be reduced to some degree by a good modeling approach and good
modeling practices.
The RAMA modeling system employs an approach of identifying major regions and materials
with alphanumeric names. For example, the core shroud might be given the name "CORSHR"
and reactor pressure vessel wall "RPVwall". The material stainless steel 304 might be given the
material identifier "SS304". The approach of using names to identify regions and materials can
greatly simplify the effort of describing the model geometry as well as locating regions for
editing fluence.
The RAMA Fluence Methodology package includes two model builder codes that assist the user
with building a fluence model. The first code is the PMB code that generates the geometry of the
reactor model. The second code is the SMB code that describes the materials for the geometry
model. The model builder codes work together to build the geometry and material inputs for the
RAMA transport calculation. In order for the codes to work together, naming conventions for the
geometry and materials must be developed that are recognizable between the two codes.
Additional guidelines for developing geometry and material names for the RAMA model are
provided in Section 5, B WR Design Inputs, and Section 6, Building B WR Geometry Models.
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GUIDELINES FOR BWR FLUENCE EVALUATIONS

This section presents general guidelines for using the RAMA Fluence Methodology to
perform BWR fluence evaluations. This section builds upon the overvievW of the fluence
evaluation process presented in Section 2, BWR Modeling Overview, and the BWR design and
RAMA model descriptions presented in Section 3, BWR Model Description. The scope of the
discussions in this section includes the technical steps in performing a fluence evaluation, from
describing the reactor problem to evaluating the results of the fluence calculations.
Several of the discussions presented in this section refer to RAMA input variables and data
formats. These items are not defined in this manual, but are described in detail in the RAMA
Fluence Methodology User's Manual. The reader is referred to the User's Manual for additional
information on these items.

4.1 Problem Description
The fluence evaluation process begins by determining the desired outputs from the analysis.
This involves identifying the specific regions of interest for the analysis and specifying the scope
of the reactor design to be included in the fluence analysis model. Section 3 of this manual will
assist in this effort as it describes typical BWR designs and how the design information is
translated into a RAMA fluence model.

4.2 Reactor Design Inputs
Having defined the problem and the scope of the analysis in accordance with Section 4.1,
ProblemDescription, the data needed to build a RAMA fluence model must be collected.
Two types of data are needed for the RAMA model: mechanical design inputs and reactor
operating data inputs.
Mechanical design inputs describe the dimensional parameters of the reactor that are needed to
build the reactor geometry model. Mechanical design inputs are typically extracted from design
drawings that are provided by the reactor vendor or component manufacturer.
Operating data inputs describe the power history and operating conditions of the reactor over
the lifetime of the plant. Two categories of operating data are needed: daily power factors and
reactor state-point data. The daily power factors provide the power level of the reactor on a
daily basis, including shutdown periods. The reactor state-point data provides detailed power
distributions, moderator density distributions, and fuel isotopic distributions throughout the
reactor core region at specified moments in the reactor operating history. The daily power factors
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and state-point data are combined to produce an accurate representation of the reactor operation
over the life of the plant.
The accuracy of the fluence results can be significantly influenced by the quality and detail of
the mechanical design information and reactor operating data. The mechanical design inputs
can be collected relatively easily. Collecting the operating data is more involved and, because
of the volume of information and data to be collected, is best handled by developing computer
programs to extract the data from electronic data files that are available from plant process
computers or core simulator codes.
Section 5, BWR Design Inputs, provides detailed discussions about the design inputs that are
needed to construct an accurate RAMA fluence model. The discussions include descriptions
of the dimensional parameters needed for the RAMA geometry model, the evaluation process
for selecting operating history data, the types of operating data, and the format in which the
operating data must be prepared for input to the RAMA fluence model.
4.3 Computer Requirements
Having defined the problem and identified the amount of data to be processed in the analysis,
a determination should be made for the allocation of computing resources to solve the problem.
Items to consider include computational time, memory, and disk storage needs. This task should
also include setting up appropriate directories on the computer hard disk to provide a logical
separation between input and output data files. Proper directory and file management will ease
the processing and quality assurance activities associated with handling the large amount of data
that is used in fluence calculations.
The RAMA transport software performs a full three-dimensional transport calculation of the
reactor model and is computationally intensive. Primary considerations when selecting a
computer system to perform the calculations are computational speed, random access memory
(RAM), and hard disk performance.
Many computer configurations are possible that can handle the computational demands of the
RAMA fluence calculation. Example configurations of engineering workstations are included
in the installation instructions distributed with the RAMA Fluence Methodology Software.
Having configured the computer hardware and operating system, a file directory system should
be set up on the computer hard disk for the analysis. Because of the volume of data to be handled
in the analysis, it is recommended that separate directories be created for the geometry data,
material data, reactor operating data, sensitivity studies, transport calculations, and fluence
analysis calculations. If multiple reactor units are to be modeled, separate base directories for
each reactor unit should also be created. Table 4-1 shows an example directory structure.
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Table 4-1
Example computer file directory structure

Directory Structure

Type of Data
+

Unit Identifier

H
-

Geometry Files (PMB)
Material Files (Structural)

-

2D Sensitivity Studies

H-Standard Materials

Geometry Data
Material Data
Sensitivity Studies

M eshing
Integration Parameters
-

3D Sensitivity Studies

Sensitivity Studies

• Meshing
Integration Parameters
-

State-point Calculations

Transport Calculations

Cycle-Exposure Data
State-point Data
- Transport Input Files
- Transport Output Files
-

Transport Output Data Files
Daily Operating History
Dosimetry Activity Calculations
RPV Fluence Calculations
RPV Uncertainty Calculations

Transport Results
Reactor Operating Data
Analysis Calculations
Analysis Calculations
Analysis Calculations

The amount of disk space needed for a reactor fluence evaluation can vary significantly by plant.
The amount of disk space will be determined primarily by the size of the reactor model and the
number of state points selected for the calculation. There are three primary consumers of disk
space: reactor state-point data files, track data files, and flux guess data files. The track data files
and flux guess data files are generated during the RAMA transport calculations and are generally
maintained on the computer system during a cycle analysis. Table 4-2 provides an example of
the computer hard disk storage that might be used in a RAMA fluence calculation.
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Table 4-2
Example computer hard disk storage requirements
Data Item

Approximate Size

Geometry Data Files

10

Material Data Files

MB

1 MB
1

1-3

GB

3D Sensitivity Studies1

1-2

GB

200

MB per state point

2D Sensitivity Studies

Transport Calculations

2

Track Data Files 3
Flux Guess Data Files

4

Reactor Operating History
Analysis Files
Temporary Disk Storage
1.
2.

3.
4.

1

GB per cycle

2

GB per state point

1 MB
10
4

MB
GB per execution

The computer files associated with the sensitivity studies can be removed at the conclusion
of the studies.
The computer files, except for the RAMA output punch files, for the transport calculations can
be removed at the end of the transport calculation. The RAMA output punch files must remain
on the system for use in the analysis ca!culations. The size of an output punch file is about
30 MB per state point.
Track data files are generated by the RAMA transport code and should be saved for restart cases.
Track files are geometry dependent and should be generated once per reactor operating cycle.
Flux guess data files are generated by the RAMA transport code and should be saved for restart
cases. Flux guess files are also geometry dependent and should be generated once per reactor
operating cycle.

4.4 Building BWR Geometry Models
Having defined the problem to be solved and collected the reactor data for the problem, the basic
geometry model of the reactor problem can be built. The geometry model is built with the PMB
code using the mechanical design inputs described in Section 5, BWR Design Inputs.
Section 6, BuildingBWR Geometry Models, contains descriptions of geometry models for
several reactor components and regions that comprise a BWR geometry model. The reader is
referred to this section for detailed information on the geometry model building process.
The discussions in Section 6 include illustrations of the geometries that are built for the various
components and regions of the reactor model. Note that the illustrations include example
geometry meshing. The meshing is shown only .for discussion purposes. The actual meshing for
the reactor model will be determined in accordance with the guidelines presented in Section 4.6,
B WR PlanarModel Sensitivities, and Section 4.7, B WR ProductionModel Sensitivities, once the
complete model is ready for testing.
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4.5 Material Inputs
Having built a basic RAMA geometry model, the material inputs for the model must be
prepared. Material inputs are prepared and assigned to the material regions of the geometry
model with the SMB code. The SMB code actually has two functions. In addition to preparing
material inputs for the RAMA transport calculations, it also has the capability of allowing the
user to select specific regions and parts to be included in the output model file. This capability
is used to generate planar (two-dimensional) models and three-dimensional models of the
reactor. This ensures that all applications of the RAMA code system, whether for planar studies
or three-dimensional calculations, receive the same processing.
There are three fundamental types of materials that are processed by SMB for the reactor model:
nuclear fuel material, structural material, and water.
Fuel material data is provided in the state-point data files described in Section 5, BWR Design
Inputs. The state-point data files contain fuel bundle, channel, and water gap material
information for all fuel locations in the core model. In addition, the state-point data files include
relative power factors for the fuel regions. The SMB code has the capability of associating the
fuel material datacontained in the state-point data files with the core geometry description
generated by the PMB code, providing that the naming conventions recommended in Section 5
are used. Thus, the input material information from the state-point data files may be passed
through to the transport calculation unchanged, or homogenized in accordance with the geometry
configuration output by the PMB code.
Structural material data is commonly provided in a compositions data file that is input to the
SMB code. Structural materials include stainless steels, carbon steels, and steel alloys. Material
properties for the different steels can be obtained from either mechanical design build sheets or
standards handbooks.
Water data for the various water regions of the model can also be provided in the compositions
data file or calculated by the SMB code using built-in steam tables. If the steam tables are used,
the user must input the water temperature and/or pressure and a void fraction.
The SMB code also has the capability of calculating homogenized materials for the reactor
regions. Using volume fractions, the SMB code can mix various combinations of steel and
water compositions to fit any region of the reactor model.

4.6 BWR Planar Model Sensitivities
Having built the basic reactor model, a series of planar (i.e., two-dimensional) transport
calculations should be performed to evaluate the sensitivity of the model to variations in
geometry meshing and flux integration parameters. Planar sensitivity studies are performed
before the three-dimensional model sensitivity studies discussed in Section 4.7, Production
Model Sensitivities, for the following reasons.
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*

Planar models reduce the number of variables that must be considered at one time, thus
simplifying the evaluation process.

*

The planar source has a more significant contribution to the ex-core fluence than the axial
source, thus, a good representation of the planar geometry can have a significant effect on
the accuracy of the three-dimensional neutron fluence calculation.

*

Planar models are quick to solve and easy to evaluate in sensitivity studies, which facilitates
the model building process.

There are two principle studies that should be performed for the planar model. One is to
determine an acceptable geometry meshing for the planar model. The other is to determine
acceptable values for the numerical integration parameters that control the RAMA transport
calculation. The activities for each of these studies are described in the following subsections.
The results of the planar model sensitivity studies described in this section should be applicable
for all pressure vessel fluence calculations providing the fundamental geometry and material
conditions of the original model do not vary significantly. It might be necessary to verify the
planar model if a significant change is made in the reactor geometry, such as changes in fuel
assembly designs or changes in structural materials that include adding or removing surveillance
capsule materials. It might also be necessary to verify the planar model if a significant change in
the reactor operating conditions is made such as a power up-rate that might affect, for example,
the water density in the downcomer region.
4.6.1 PlanarMeshing Sensitivity Cases
The objective for the planar meshing sensitivity studies is to determine a planar model that
provides acceptable results with the fewest number of mesh regions. Acceptable results are
achieved when a coarse-mesh model produces results that are comparable to a fine-mesh model
throughout the reactor geometry.
For pressure vessel fluence determination, the result of interest is the >1.0 MeV neutron flux.
For other fluence determinations, such as 237Np dosimetry and thermal fluence, results should
also be tested for other energy group ranges, i.e., >0.1 MeV and thermal groups, respectively.
For discussion purposes in this manual, only the >1.0 MeV flux is considered.
In practice, the >1.0 MeV neutron flux edited from a coarse-mesh case should be compared to
a corresponding result from a reference case. Because the meshing will be different between
the cases, it is not practical that a one-to-one comparison can be made in all cases. It also is
not practical or necessary that all mesh regions be compared. For these sensitivity studies, it
is sufficient that the >1.0 MeV neutron flux be compared for selected locations in the problem.
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4.6.2 PlanarNumerical IntegrationParametersStudies
The second step in determining an acceptable planar model is to evaluate the sensitivity of the
flux integration parameters used in the RAMA transport calculation. There are five parameters
from input block CPA that should be tested for the planar model. These parameters are:
dytrk

which specifies the distance in centimeters between planar parallel lines in the
ray-tracing calculation,

optrk

which specifies the distance in mean free paths that a reflected ray will be tracked
in the ray-tracing calculation,

nvtrk

which specifies the angular quadrature for the transport calculation,

npord

which specifies the Legendre order of scattering for the transport calculation, and

epsin

which specifies the convergence criterion for the flux calculation.

These parameters are described in more detail in input block CPA of the RAMA transport code
section of the RAMA Fluence Methodology User's Manual.
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4.7 BWR Production Model Sensitivities
The last step in the RAMA model building process involves performing sensitivity studies to
determine the final geometry and flux integration parameters for the RAMA three-dimensional
transport calculation. This step involves constructing a three-dimensional model of the reactor
using the results of the planar model sensitivity studies in Section 4.6, BWR PlanarModel
Sensitivities.
The three-dimensional model is built to provide an accurate axial representation of the reactor
geometry from the bottom of active fuel to the top of active fuel. A basic three-dimensional
geometry model of the reactor was described in Section 4.4, Building BWR Geometry Models.
Meshing configurations for a planar section of the core region was determined in Section 4.6.
The meshing for the planar model should be used to build a meshed three-dimensional geometry
model of the reactor.
Note that the planar meshing developed in Section 4.6 is directly applicable for all axial
elevations with the same geometry configuration. The basic meshing of this planar model should
4-10
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also be applicable at other elevations where the geometry varies, such as above and below the
surveillance capsule and above the jet pump assembly. However, the user should confirm this
assumption through additional planar meshing sensitivities of the various planar geometry
configurations used in the three-dimensional model.
For consistency, the same operating state-point data used in Section 4.6 should be used in these
sensitivity studies.
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4.8 RAMA Transport Calculations
The RAMA production model that was developed in Section 4.7 should now be ready to perform
transport calculations for the fluence analysis.
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The RAMA transport code will be executed once for each state point used in the analysis. The
primary output of the transport calculation is the output punch file, which contains fluxes for
every region of the geometry in the full energy group structure of the nuclear data library. The
output punch file then becomes the input file for the RAFTER fluence calculation.
Perhaps the most difficult part of this task is managing the data files that are generated during the
transport calculations. There will be a set of data files generated for each cycle and for each state
point data set in the cycle. A description of the output files generated by the RAMA transport
calculation is provided in the following paragraphs.
The RAMA transport code produces two to five output files during execution. Two files are
always output: the output list file and the output summary file. In accordance with user options
given in the filename inputs, an output punch file, track data file, and flux guess data file can
also be generated. For fluence calculations, the output punch file must be generated.
The output list file and output summary file contain listings of the results calculated by the
RAMA transport code. These files are automatically produced by RAMA during execution.
The content of the list file is controlled by the user by specifying edit and print options. The
output summary file contains only status information for the calculations performed during
execution.
The output punch data file contains the results of a RAMA transport calculation in a format that
can easily be used as input to downstream codes, such as the RAFTER fluence calculation code.
Generating the punch file is optional and is controlled by the "p=" parameter in the filename
inputs. The content of the punch data file is controlled by the user, however, by default, spatiallyaveraged neutron fluxes are always edited in the full energy group structure for each region in
the problem geometry.
The output track data file is a binary file that contains the results of the ray-tracing calculation.
Saving the track file is optional, although it may be used in subsequent cases to reduce
computational times.
The output flux guess data file is a binary file that contains the results of the flux calculation.
Saving the flux file is optional, although it may also be used in subsequent cases to reduce
computational times.
The RAMA transport code treats each problem as an independent case. The concept of restart
cases is supported to the extent that existing track data files and flux guess data files generated
in a previous case may be used to accelerate the calculation time of the current case.
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4.9 RAMA Dosimetry Calculations
An important element in the application of the Methodology is the comparison of predicted
activation levels in surveillance capsule dosimetry to measured values. Comparison of activation
predictions to measurements is essential for qualifying the applicability of the methodology for
use in estimating RPV fluence. The comparisons also form the basis for estimating the bias and
uncertainty associated with RPV fluence predictions.
The primary source of activation measurements in BWRs is activation samples retrieved from
in-vessel surveillance capsules. The activated samples may be in the form of flux wires (typically
copper and iron wires) and dosimetry samples consisting of flux wires and/or foil samples.
The RAFTER module of the Methodology is used to compute the dosimetry activities for the
various activation reactions that are included in the measurement data. RAFTER combines the
flux results from the RAMA transport calculations with detailed operating history data to predict
product nuclides in the measured reactions. The predicted activities are compared to the activity
measurements to validate the reliability of the Methodology for use in determining RPV fluence
and to support the RPV fluence uncertainty analysis.
Section 7, RAMA Dosimetry Calculations,describes the procedure for predicting the activation
of in-vessel dosimetry and comparing the results to measured data.
4.10 RAMA Uncertainty Calculations
Calculation of the neutron flux distribution is sensitive to material and geometric representations
of the core and reactor internals, the neutron source, the nuclear cross-section data, and the
numerical scheme used in the calculation. An uncertainty analysis is incorporated into the
Methodology to estimate the level of uncertainty for the vessel fluence calculation. This section
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describes the parameters and values that must be determined and input into the Methodology to
account for the uncertainty in the fluence calculation. The uncertainty evaluation is composed
of three steps: (1) analytic uncertainty analysis, (2) comparison uncertainty analysis, and
(3) calculational uncertainty analysis.
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Section 8, Analytic Uncertainty Calculations,describes the procedure for determining the
various uncertainty components, including an assessment of the key analytical parameters
and the corresponding impact (or sensitivity) that the parameters have on the RPV fluence.
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4.11 RAMA Neutron Fluence Calculations
Generally, the evaluation of neutron fluence for RPV damage analysis is restricted to a reduced
energy range since low energy neutrons are substantially less likely to inflict irradiation damage
than are high-energy neutrons. Material damage assessments are usually restricted to integral fast
neutron fluences with energy >1.0 MeV. The following steps form the basis for determining the
RPV fast fluence to be reported in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.190 [1].

The accumulated RPV neutron fluence with energy >1.0 MeV at any location in the RPV is
determined by using flux spectrum data generated from RAMA transport calculations described
in Section 4.8, ]?AMA TransportCalculations.The combination of these state-point files -along
with the plant power history is used in the RAFTER module to compute the accumulated RPV
fluence. Section 9.1 describes this process in more detail.
The results of the RPV fluence uncertainty evaluation are then used to determine the best
estimate neutron fluence (both accumulated and predicted to end-of-life). Section 9.2 describes
the procedure for computing the accumulated best estimate fluence while Section 9.3 discusses
the procedure for extending the fluence prediction to the RPV end-of-life.
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5

BWR DESIGN INPUTS

This section describes specific mechanical design and reactor operating data inputs that are
needed for the RAMA fluence model.

5.1 Mechanical Design Inputs
Mechanical design inputs describe the physical attributes of the reactor pressure vessel, reactor
components, and coolant regions in the reactor. These attributes include dimensional data,
material data, and the placement of the components and regions in the reactor pressure vessel.
The design inputs needed to describe the fluence model are determined by the components or
regions of interest in the analysis.
For determining fluence in the components within the active core height, the following major
components and regions of the pressure vessel should be included in the RAMA fluence model:
*

The reactor core region, including accurate descriptions of the fuel assembly designs loaded
in the outer four rows of the core;

" The central core shroud, including upper and lower flange pieces;
*

The jet pump assemblies, including the jet pump riser tubes, mixer tubes, diffuser tubes, and
rams head;

*

The reactor pressure vessel, including the clad;

*

The dosimetry/surveillance capsules;

*

The outer pressure vessel boundary regions that include the mirror insulation, cavity region,
and biological shield (concrete wall);
The top boundary region that includes the top guide, fuel plenum, upper shroud, upper
downcomer, and upper pressure vessel; and

,

*

The bottom boundary region that includes the fuel support pieces, core support plate, lower
shroud, lower downcomer, and pressure vessel.

Examples of the dimensional information that is used to construct a RAMA BWR fluence model
are presented in Tables 5-1 through 5-7. Note that the tables may list design parameters that may
not apply to a specific plant or to a specific analyses. The extraneous parameters may be ignored.
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Table 5-8 lists typical titles of mechanical design drawings that might contain the design
parameters listed in Table 5-1 through 5-7. These titles are provided to assist the data collector
with locating the mechanical design drawings of interest.
For nominal designs, it is important to obtain the tolerances for the various dimensional
attributes of the components. Tolerance values are used in the uncertainty calculations. Note
that any plant-specific tolerances or design information that is omitted will require the use of
assumptions in the uncertainty calculation. The assumptions could affect the quality, or
uncertainty, of the fluence calculations. A list of the uncertainty parameters that are used in
the RAMA fluence calculation is provided in Section 8.1 of this manual.
It is desirable that the as-built values be provided when available because this can improve the
overall quality of the calculational model by lessening the effect of assumed variances on the
uncertainty calculations.
Table 5-1
Typical reactor pressure vessel, mirror insulation, and biological shield design parameters
Component Parameter

Reactor Component
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)

Clad inner radius
Clad thickness
RPV wall inner radius (base metal)
RPV wall thickness

Mirror Insulation

Inner clad inner radius (if present)
Inner clad thickness (if present)
Mirror insulation inner radius
Mirror insulation thickness
Outer clad inner radius (if present)
Outer clad thickness (if present)

Biological Shield (Concrete)

Inner clad inner radius (if present)
Inner clad thickness (if present)
Biological shield inner radius
Biological shield thickness
Outer clad inner radius (if present)
Outer clad thickness (if present)
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Table 5-2
Typical shroud design parameters
Reactor Component
Central Shroud

Component Parameter
Shroud wall inner radius
Shroud wall thickness
Upper flange top elevation
Upper flange height
Upper flange inner radius
Upper flange wall thickness
Lower flange top elevation
Lower flange height
Lower flange inner radius
Lower flange wall thickness

Upper Shroud

Shroud wall inner radius
Shroud wall thickness

Shroud Head

Head flange top elevation
Head flange height
Head flange inner radius
Head flange wall thickness
Shroud head top elevation
Shroud head outer radius (or spherical radius)
Shroud head wall thickness
Shroud head rim bottom elevation
Shroud head rim height
Shroud head rim inner radius
Shroud head rim wall thickness
Shroud head diagram showing stand pipe penetrations

Steam Separator Stand Pipes

Top elevation of steam separator stand pipes
Number of stand pipes
Stand pipe outer radius
Stand pipe wall thickness
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Table 5-3
Typical jet pump design parameters
Reactor Component
Jet Pump Assemblies

Component Parameter
Number of jet pump assemblies
Azimuth angles for positioning the jet pump assemblies. Angles are
specified at the center of the jet pump assemblies (or riser pipes)
beginning at reactor North 0 degrees.
Delta azimuth angle for positioning the mixer/diffuser tubes relative to
the center of the jet pump assembly (or riser tube)
Radial distance from the center of the reactor to the center of the riser
pipes at the core mid-plane elevation
Radial distance from the center of the reactor to the center of the
mixer pipes at the core mid-plane elevation

Jet Pump Riser Pipe

Elevation at the center of the riser inlet
Riser pipe height from the riser inlet elevation to the bottom of the
rams head
Riser/Rams head connector part height
Riser pipe inner radius
Riser pipe wall thickness
Riser inlet inner radius
Riser inlet wall thickness

Jet Pump Rams Head

Elevation at the top of the rams head
Rams head height (u-pipe outer radius)
Rams head inlet inner radius
Rams head inlet wall thickness
Rams head outlet inner radius
Rams head outlet wall thickness

Jet Pump Nozzle

Nozzle height (including coupler)
Coupler height
Coupler inner radius
Coupler wall thickness
Nozzle inner radius at the upper elevation
Nozzle inner radius at the lower elevation
Nozzle wall thickness
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Table 5-3
Typical jet pump design parameters (continued)
Reactor Component
Jet Pump Mixer Pipes

Component Parameter
Elevation at the top of the mixer throat part
Height of the throat part
Throat inner radius
Throat wall thickness
Height of the mixer pipes
Mixer inner radius
Mixer wall thickness
Elevation at the mixer-diffuser coupling

Jet Pump Diffuser Pipes

Diffuser height from mixer pipe to tail pipe
Diffuser inner radius at top elevation
Diffuser inner radius at bottom elevation
Diffuser wall thickness

Jet Pump Tail Pipes

Tail pipe top elevation
Tail pipe height (top of baffle plate)
Tail pipe inner radius
Tail pipe wall thickness

Table 5-4
Typical dosimetry design parameters
Reactor Component
Reactor Dosimetry

Component Parameter
Number of surveillance capsule assemblies
Azimuth angles for the capsule assemblies. Angles are specified at
the center of the capsule holder beginning at reactor North 0 degrees
Dosimetry container bottom elevation
Dosimetry container height
Dosimetry container thickness
Dosimetry container width
Radial distance from the center of the reactor to the center of the
dosimetry container
Provide drawings showing the capsule holder assembly and dosimetry
container designs
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Table 5-5
Typical top guide design parameters
Component Parameter

Reactor Component
Reactor Top Guide

Elevation at the bottom of the top guide
Top guide height (including top and bottom plates)
Top guide vertical plate thickness
Top guide cylinder inner radius
Top guide cylinder wall thickness
Top guide lower plate height
Top guide upper plate height
Provide drawings showing the top guide design including the top and
bottom plate outlines

Table 5-6
Typical core support plate design parameters
Reactor Component
Reactor Core Support

Component Parameter
Core support plate top elevation
Core support plate height
Core support plate rim inner radius
Core support plate rim wall thickness
Number of interior (4-assembly) fuel assembly support pieces
Equivalent radius of flow area in theinterior support pieces
Number of peripheral (1-assembly) fuel assembly support pieces
Equivalent radius of flow area in the peripheral support pieces
Number of control rods
1

½ Width of opening in core support plate for control rods
1

½ Length of opening in core support plate for control rods
Fuel Support Pieces

Elevation at the top of the fuel support pieces
Inner radius of interior support piece for one assembly
Thickness of interior support piece wall
Inner radius of peripheral support piece
Thickness of peripheral support piece wall
Provide drawings of the core support plate and fuel support piece
designs
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Table 5-7
Typical fuel design parameters
Reactor Component
Reactor Fuel Assembly

Component Parameter
Type of fuel assembly (e.g., standard, water box, water cross)
Fuel assembly pitch
Fuel rod array size (e.g., 8x8, 9x9, etc.)
Number of fuel rods
Number of water rods
Fuel rod pitch
Elevation at the bottom of active fuel
Active fuel height fuel

Fuel Bundle

Description of the rod layout in the fuel zone
Fuel rod clad outer radius
Fuel rod clad wall thickness
Water rod outer radius
Water rod wall thickness

Fuel Channel

Channel inside dimension
Channel wall thickness
Channel corner radius

Assembly Water Gap

½ Width of the water gap containing the control rod
½ Width of water gap opposite the control rod

Fuel Assembly Upper
Region Parts

Axial distance from the top of active fuel to the bottom of the upper
fuel end plugs
Axial height of the fuel end plugs
Axial height of the upper tie plate (excluding the handle)

Fuel Assembly Lower
Region Parts

Axial distance from the bottom of active fuel to the top of the lower tie
plate
Axial height of the lower tie plate
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Table 5-8
Typical reactor design drawing titles
Drawing Title

Reactor Component
Reactor Pressure Vessel

Reactor Pressure Vessel/Reactor Assembly
General Arrangement - Elevation
General Arrangement - Plan
Nozzle Details
Pressure Vessel Clad
Pressure Vessel Insulation/Mirror Insulation
Reactor Building Biological Shield Wall
Vessel and Attachments Material Identification

Reactor Core Shroud

Shroud Head
Shroud Head and Steam Separator Stand Pipes
Shroud Top Section-Core Structure
Shroud Bottom Section-Core Structure
Shroud Support and Jet Pump Interface (Baffle)

Shroud Support Details and Assembly
Shroud Support Skirt

Reactor Jet Pump

Jet Pump
Jet Pump Riser Brace

Reactor Core Support

Jet Pump Adapter
Reactor Arrangement and Assembly
Core Support

Core Support Plate
Fuel Support
Orificed Fuel Support
Peripheral Fuel Support
Fuel Support Plug

Reactor Top Guide

Top Guide

Reactor Dosimetry

Specimens - Surveillance Program
Specimen Holder
Capsule Specimen
Capsule Bracket
Capsule Container

Reactor Fuel Assembly

Fuel Bundle Design
Core Management Plans
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5.2 Reactor Operating Data Inputs
Reactor operating data that spans the lifetime of the reactor is needed to perform reactor pressure
vessel and reactor component neutron fluence calculations. There are two categories of operating
data that are needed for the analysis: daily power factors and reactor state-point data. Daily
power factors provide a day-by-day accounting of the reactor power level, including shutdown
periods. State-point data provides a snapshot of the reactor operating conditions at selected times
in the reactor lifetime. Reactor operating conditions include power distributions, moderator
density distributions, and fuel isotopic distributions.
Table 5-9 lists the typical reactor operating data that is used in the RAMA fluence calculation.
In concert with the reactor geometry information described in Section 5.1, MechanicalDesign
Inputs, the content and quality of the reactor operating data inputs are also significant
contributors to determining accurate neutron fluence.
The following subsections present more information on the operating data used in the RAMA
fluence calculation.
Table 5-9
Typical operating data required for fluence determination

Data Category
Reactor Operating History

Data Required
Daily core power levels
Reactor shutdown periods
Core average axial power shapes
Control rod densities

Reactor Core Operating State Parameters

Core thermal power (or Core power density)

Reactor Core Nodal Distributions (3D Data)

Core nodal relative power distributions
Core nodal instantaneous water density distributions
(instantaneous voids)
Core nodal fuel isotopics ( 235U, 238U, 239 pu, 240pu,

241pu' 242pu' 16Ofue)

Core nodal fuel exposures
Reactor Fuel Assembly Data
Ex-core Coolant Properties
Dosimetry/Surveillance Capsule

Pin-by-pin local peaking factors (specifically for the
fuel assemblies in the outer four rows of the core)
Water densities
Dosimetry/surveillance capsule measurements
Flux wire measurements
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5.2.1 Selecting State Points for the RAMA Fluence Model
The reactor core conditions in a BWR change continuously during reactor operation due to fuel
burnup, moderator density variations (void distributions), control rod movements, and power
distribution changes. BWRs are particularly interesting, and challenging, to analyze because
of the significance that these operating conditions might have on the determination of reactor
pressure vessel fluence. Over the course of a single operating cycle, dozens of operating states
might occur that could each have some impact on fluence determination. In contrast, there might
be only a couple operating states that could provide a reasonable representation of the operating
conditions of the reactor over an operating period of interest. Determining the specific state
points that are needed for a RAMA fluence calculation can be a challenging exercise for BWRs
because of the dynamics in the core. This section describes the steps for selecting reactor state
points that can be used in the RAMA fluence calculation.
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5.3 Modeling Conventions for the Reactor Core Region
This section describes the format in which the reactor operating data described in Section 5.2
should be generated for the core region of a RAMA fluence model. The core region model is
given special attention because it receives data that is generally processed from another code
system (viz., core simulator codes). Thus, the data from these external code systems must be
processed into a form that matches the requirements of the RAMA model. The following
subsections describe an example reactor core model, naming conventions for the core model,
and data formats that are needed by the RAMA software.
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5.3.1 Descriptionof the RAMA Reactor Core Model
A primary source of core operating data for a RAMA model is core simulator codes. Core
simulator codes employ a three-dimensional nodal geometry model that describes the reactor
core region as a set of simple rectangular parallelepiped elements. These models are easy to
reproduce with the RAMA model.
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Figures 5-1 and 5-2 also illustrate example naming conventions for the volume identifiers in the
nodal and fuel assembly parts of the core region. The naming conventions are important as the
PMB and SMB codes use these names to communicate data between the two codes. Additional
information on naming conventions is provided in the next subsection.
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Figure 5-1
Reactor core nodal geometry model in quadrant symmetry-isometric view
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Figure 5-2
Reactor core nodal geometry model in quadrant symmetry-top view
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5.3.2 Volume and MaterialIdentifier Formats
Each region, or volume, of the RAMA model is identified by a unique volume identifier. Volume
identifiers are alphanumeric strings that allow the regions in the model to be identified by
descriptive names. Each region is assigned a material that is identified by a material identifier.
Material identifiers are alphanumeric strings that describe the materials in the model.
The fully-qualified form of a volume identifier in the RAMA model is:
PartName:PartNo.VolumeNo
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where:
PartName

is a sub-string that identifies a part, or region, in the model;
is a required field separator;

PartNo
....1is
VolumeNo

is an integer value that identifies a specific instance of the part;
a required field separator; and
is an integer value that identifies a sub-volume in the part.

Several parts with the same part name, PartName, may exist in a model. The different instances
of the part are identified using part numbers, PartNo, starting with the integer value "1". A part
may be composed of one or more sub-volume elements, VolumeNo, which are numbered
beginning with the integer value "1".
The fully-qualified form of a material identifier in the RAMA model is:
MatName:MatNo
where:
MatName

is a sub-string that identifies a type of material;
is a required field separator; and

MatNo

is an integer value that identifies a specific type of the material.

Several materials with the same material name, MatName, may exist in a model. The different
instances of a material are identified using material numbers, MatNo, beginning with the integer
value "1".
Fuel assembly data may be provided in two forms. The preferred form is a detailed model that
assumes that the fuel assemblies are described in three regions: the fuel bundle region, the
channel, and the water gap. In this model, the fuel bundle region is further sub-meshed into pinwise detail to provide explicit representations of the fuel and water rod regions. The other form is
a homogenized model that assumes that the fuel assembly information is smeared over the entire
nodal volume. The detailed model should be provided when pin-wise powers are available.
Different naming conventions are used for each fuel assembly model. Figure 5-1 illustrates that
homogenized fuel assembly nodes have a volume identifier prefix of "CORNOD". (Note that
there is a second part to the part name that specifies the location of the part in the model using
compass coordinates. Additional information on this is provided in the following subsections.)
Figure 5-2 illustrates that detailed fuel assembly nodes have volume identifier prefixes of
"CORFUE" for the fuel bundle region, "CORCHA" for the channel, and "CORBYP" for the
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water gap. Because the volume identifiers are unique, both forms of fuel assembly data may
be mixed in a core model. It is recommended, however, that only the detailed form be used.
The following subsections provide additional information with examples on the recommended
naming conventions for the RAMA reactor core model.
5.3.3 PartNames for DetailedFuel Assembly Models
Detailed fuel assembly data is desired for the RAMA reactor core model. The detailed fuel
assembly model includes data for the fuel bundle region, the channel, and the water gap. The
fuel bundle region is defined by the pin cell regions. The inner channel water gap which exists
between the fuel bundle width and the channel inner wall may be included in the bundle
description, but is generally included in the channel definition for modeling convenience.
The fuel bundle region is sub-meshed into equal sub-volumes corresponding to the fuel bundle
array size (e.g., 64 volumes in an 8x8 array). In the simplest form, each sub-volume corresponds
to a smeared pin cell region that is defined by the pin pitch and which is comprised of a
homogenized material. An example of the composition of homogenized material for fuel pins
would include fuel pellet, clad, and moderator. For water rods, an example of the composition
of homogenized material would include bypass water, water tube, and moderator.
Volume identifiers are generated by the PMB code in a consistent manner. By convention, the
volume identifiers for a detailed fuel assembly model have the prefix designations "CORFUE"
for the pin cells in the fuel bundle region, "CORCHA" for the channel, and "CORBYP" for the
water gap. The fully-qualified forms of the volume identifiers for the detailed fuel assembly
model are:
CORFUENjjEii:k.n

for the pin cell regions of the fuel bundle,

CORCHANjjEii:k.1

for the fuel channel, and

CORBYPNjjEii:k. 1

for the water gap.

where:
CORFUE_

is the part name for the pin cells in the fuel bundle region;

CORCHA_

is the part name for the fuel channel region;

CORBYP_

is the part name for the water gap region;

NjjEii

Identifies the planar position of the fuel assembly in the core
region at coordinates Northjj, East ii;

:k

specifies the instance of a fuel assembly part at axial elevation
k; and
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.n

specifies the number of a sub-volume in the part.

The suffix part of the part names identifies the planar and axial position indexes, "Njj', "Eu" and
"k", and sub-volume numbers, "n" in the model. The planar position indexes, 'jj"and "ii" each
start with "01" at the lower left corner of the reactor core (i.e., the southwest corner of a full core
model). ']j/" is incremented by "+01" going in the north direction and "ii" is incremented by
"+01" going in the east direction. The axial elevation "k" starts with the value "1" for the nodal
region at the bottom of the fuel assembly and increments by "+1" to the top of the fuel assembly.
The sub-volume number "n" for the fuel bundle part starts with the value "1" for the pin cell
region at the lower left corner of the fuel bundle part and increments by "+1" across the rows
and up the columns. The total number of pin cell regions is the product of the array size of the
fuel bundle; for example, an 8x8 fuel bundle array has 64 pin cell regions. The insert in Figure
5-2 illustrates volume identifiers for a detailed fuel assembly model located at planar coordinate
North 26, East 26, and axial node "k". Assuming a fuel bundle array size of 8x8 pins at axial
position 12, the volume identifier for the fuel pin in the lower left corner of the fuel bundle is
"CORFUEN26E26:12.1" and the volume identifier for the fuel pin in the upper right corner is
"CORFUEN26E26:12.64". The corresponding volume identifier for the channel region is
"CORCHAN26E26:12.1" and for the water gap is "CORBYPN26E26:12.1".
Each region of the detailed fuel assembly model must contain a unique material description
due to fuel burnup effects. It is necessary, therefore, that unique material identifiers be used for
each fuel assembly region. It is required that the material identifiers correspond to the naming
conventions for the volume identifiers. Therefore, the fully-qualified forms of the material
identifiers for the detailed fuel assembly model are:
CORFUENjjEiiZk:n

for the pin cell regions of the fuel bundle,

CORCHA NjjEiiZk: 1

for the fuel channel, and

CORBYPNjjEiiZk: 1

for the water gap.

where:
CORFUE_

is the part name for the pin cells in the fuel bundle;

CORCHA_

is the part name for the fuel channel;

CORBYP_

is the part name for the water gap;

NjjEiiZk

identifies the position of the pin cells in the fuel bundle at
planar coordinates Northjj, East ii, and axial node k; and

:n

specifies the number of a sub-volume in the part.
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The planar position indexes, 'jij" and "W", axial index, "k", and volume numbers, "n", correspond
to the same indexes as described for volume identifiers.
As an example, the material identifiers for the lower left pin cell region
"CORFUEN26E26:12.1" is "CORFUEN26E26Z12:l" and for the upper right pin cell region
"CORFUEN26E26:12.64" is "CORFUEN26E26Z12:64". The corresponding channel and
water gap material identifiers for this fuel assembly part are "CORCHAN26E26Z12:1" and
"CORBYPN26E26Z 12:1".
The material for a pin cell region must account for all material compositions in the region. For
fuel rods, the material compositions include the fuel (U, Pu, and OfueI), clad (Zr), and active flow
(H and Owater). For water rods, the material compositions include the bypass water (H and Owater),
water tube (Zr), and active flow (H and Owater). The materials in the pin cell regions should be
smeared, or homogenized, in the pin cell volumes. Note that the pin cells must include a
proportionate amount of the active flow from the inner channel water gap if the inner channel
water gap is included in the fuel bundle region. This is not an easy task which is why the inner
channel water gap is commonly included in the channel region. Also note that two oxygen
nuclides are referenced-one that is weighted for fuel and one that is weighted for water. In
addition, the effective water density in the fuel bundle region, specifically the void fractions,
should be accurately represented in the fuel materials as this can have a significant affect on
the transport calculation and, thus, the calculated fluence.
The material descriptions for the fuel channel should include the channel (Zr) and, if appropriate,
the inner channel water gap (H and Owater). The water gap is modeled explicitly as water (H and
Owater). Note that control rod materials must not be included in the water gap description.
If pin-wise data is not available, the fuel isotopic data may be based on nodal-average or
bundle-average data as described in the next section.
5.3.4 PartNames for Homogenized Fuel Assembly Models
If detailed fuel assembly data is not available in accordance with the previous section, then
homogenized fuel assembly data may be used. The homogenized material for this model has the
same requirements as the detailed fuel assembly model in that the masses of the fuel rods, water
rods, channel, and water gaps must be accounted for.
Figure 5-1 illustrates the naming convention for volume identifiers of homogenized fuel
assemblies in a RAMA core model. By convention, the volume identifiers for homogenized fuel
nodes have the prefix designation "CORNOD". The suffix part of the name identifies the planar
and axial position indexes, "Njj', "Eu" and "k", and sub-volume numbers, "n" in the nodal
model. The fully-qualified form of a nodal part name is:
CORNODNjjEii:k.1
where:
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CORNOD_

is the part name for a fuel assembly represented as a single nodal
element;

NjjEii

identifies the planar position of the fuel assembly in the core
region at coordinates Northjj, East ii;

:k

specifies the instance of a fuel assembly part at axial elevation k;
and

.1

specifies the number of the sub-volume element in the part,
which is always "1" for nodal volumes.

The planar position indexes '•jj" and "ii" each start with "01" at the lower left corner of the
reactor core (i.e., the southwest corner of a full core model). '•jj" is incremented by "+01" going
in the north direction and "ii" is incremented by "+01" going in the east direction. The axial
elevation "k" starts with the value "1" for the nodal region at the bottom of the fuel assembly
and increments by "+1" to the top of the fuel assembly.
Figure 5-1 illustrates part names for a fuel assembly containing 25 axial nodes located at planar
coordinate North 16, East 16. The nodal element at the bottom of the fuel assembly has the
volume identifier "CORNOD_N 16E 16:1.1" and the nodal element at the top of the fuel assembly
has the volume identifier "CORNODN16E16:25.1".
Each homogenized fuel node will have a different fuel material description due to fuel burnup
and moderator density distributions. It is necessary, therefore, that unique material identifiers be
used to describe the materials for each nodal volume. It is required that the material identifiers
correspond to the naming conventions of the volume identifiers. The fully-qualified form of a
material identifier in the nodal geometry is:
CORNOD_NjjEiiZk:I
where:
CORNOD_

is the part name for the nodal volume;

NjjEiiZk

identifies the position of the fuel node in the core region at planar
coordinates Northjj, East ii, and axial node k; and

1

is an integer value identifying the number of the sub-volume
element in the part, which is always "1" for nodal volumes.

The planar position indexes 'jj" and "ii", axial index, "k", and volume number, "1", correspond
to the same indexes as described for volume identifiers.
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As an example, the material identifiers for the fuel material corresponding to the volume
identifier in the bottom node "CORNOD N16E16:1.1" is "CORNOD N16E16Z1:I" and for
the top node "CORNOD_N 16E 16:25.1" is "CORNOD_N 16E 16Z25:1".
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The material for a fuel assembly node should be smeared over the nodal volume and account for
all material compositions in the node, including the fuel (U, Pu, and Ofrel), clad (Zr), channel (Zr)
and active and bypass water (H and Owater). Note that two different oxygen (0) nuclides are usedone which is weighted for fuel materials and one which is weighted for water. Note also that
control rod materials must not be included in the material description. If node-wise fuel isotopics
are not available, then bundle-average fuel isotopics may be used. When using bundle-average
isotopics, the natural ends, if present, should be modeled as natural uranium and the enrichment
of the fuel bundle adjusted accordingly. In addition, the effective water density in the core,
especially relating-to void distributions, should be accurately represented in the fuel materials
as this can have a significant affect on the transport calculation and, thus, the calculated fluence.

5.4 Operating Data Format Specification
State-point data for the RAMA core model must be provided in electronic form as ASCII data
files. The data should be formatted using the input specifications of the following RAMA
transport code input blocks.
Data Block

Description

GAT

Block GAT specifies several attributes for the material regions in the
RAMA geometry model. The data provided in this block includes
material identifiers, volumes, and relative power factors.

NDE

Block NDE specifies the nuclide number densities of the materials in
the RAMA model. The data in this block is linked to Block GAT by
the material identifiers.

SPT

Block SPT contains case identifiers that describe the operating cycle and
various operating state conditions of the reactor for the state-point data.

Material descriptions in block NDE are provided as nuclide concentrations in units of
atoms/barn-cm. The nuclides that are available to describe a material in the problem are listed
in the RAMA Fluence Methodology User's Manual [3]. Additional information for each of the
above data blocks and the entire code system is also provided in the User's Manual.
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6

BUILDING BWR GEOMETRY MODELS

This section describes a basic BWR geometry model that is built using the PMB code. Geometry
models for the following reactor components and regions are specifically discussed in this
section:
-

reactor core region,

-

core reflector region beside, above, and below the reactor core,

-

core shroud,

-

downcomer region,

-

jet pumps,

-

surveillance capsule,

-

pressure vessel,

-

mirror insulation,

-

cavity regions, and

-

biological shield (or concrete wall).

The reactor model that is described in this section is for a typical BWR/4 class plant with jet
pumps and a core loading of 764 fuel assemblies. The design inputs that are needed to build
the reactor model were described in Section 5, BWR Design Inputs.
The geometry models for the parts described in this section include illustrations of example
geometry meshing. The example meshing is provided for discussion purposes only. The actual
meshing for a model must be determined on a plant-specific basis in accordance with the planar
and production model sensitivity studies described in Sections 4.6, B WR PlanarModel
Sensitivities, and 4.7, BWR ProductionModel Sensitivities.

6.1 Reactor Design Description
This section describes the basic design of a BWR for which a geometry model is built. The major
reactor components included in the model are the reactor core, the core shroud, the downcomer
region with jet pumps, the reactor pressure vessel, surveillance capsules, mirror insulation, and
biological shield.
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The RAMA geometry modeling system is capable of modeling each reactor component in
accurate design detail. While the modeling capability is very flexible, the following restrictions
are observed in the model.
*

The full geometry model of the reactor system should describe a right circular cylinder
element of finite axial height, where the radius is defined by the outer surface of the
biological shield wall and the axial height is defined by the elevations of interest in the
analysis.

*

The geometry model should assume azimuthal symmetry which is defined by the azimuthal
range of 0 degrees to 45 degrees.

*

The top and bottom planes that define the axial height of the geometry model must be
perpendicular to the vertical axis of the right circular cylinder.

*

There should be no "holes" in the geometry, i.e., all regions of the solution geometry should
be defined by a material.

*

There should be no overlapping regions in the geometry.

Figure 6-1 illustrates a planar view of a typical BWR design at an axial elevation near the core
mid-plane. The planar view assumes octant symmetry that corresponds to the north-northeast
sector, or octant, of the reactor. The north-northeast octant starts at 0 degrees azimuth, which
corresponds to the "north" compass direction as specified in vendor drawings, and ends at 45
degrees azimuth.
Figure 6-1 shows that nine radial regions are represented in the model: the core region
(comprised of interior, outer, and peripheral fuel assemblies), core reflector, shroud, downcomer
with jet pumps and surveillance capsule, pressure vessel, inner and outer cavities, mirror
insulation, and biological shield. The reactor pressure vessel figure is shown to have cladding on
the inner surface of the pressure vessel wall. The mirror insulation is shown to have cladding on
the outer surface of the mirror insulation wall. The biological shield is shown to have cladding
on the inner and outer surfaces of the biological shield walls.
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Figure 6-1
Planar view of an example BWR configuration
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The peripheral fuel assemblies are the fuel assemblies that contribute most significantly to the
ex-core fluence. These assemblies should be meshed in sufficient detail to provide an accurate
representation of the pin-wise neutron source distribution at the core edge. The meshing of the
fuel assemblies in the core region is described in more detail later in this section.
The downcomer region in Figure 6-1 is shown with one jet pump assembly located at azimuth
30 degrees. The downcomer region also shows one surveillance capsule that is also located at
azimuth 30 degrees in the reactor.
The axial span of the model ranges from about 30 cm below the bottom of active fuel to about
45 cm above the top of active fuel. Figure 6-2 shows a side view of the reactor with selected
axial dimensions. The bottom elevation of the model extends to below the core support plate
and includes the lower fuel tie plate, nose piece, fuel support piece, and core plate. The upper
elevation of the model extends to above the top guide and includes the upper fuel plenum, upper
tie plate, top guide, and upper shroud plenum.
Most of the core and the ex-core regions extend uniformly from the bottom of active fuel to
the top of active fuel. The jet pumps and surveillance capsule are the exceptions. The jet pumps
range axially from the bottom elevation to an elevation of about 85% of the core height. The
downcomer region above the jet pumps is entirely water. The surveillance capsule is centered
axially at the core "mid-plane" elevation. The axial height of the capsule is split evenly around
the core mid-plane, where half extends above the core mid-plane and half below the core
mid-plane.

6.2 Reactor Core Configuration
The PMB code uses input blocks DEF:CORE and CORNOD to build a reactor core model.
Block DEF:CORE describes the basic configuration of the reactor core region. Block CORNOD
describes the geometry and mesh types for modeling the fuel assemblies in the core region.
The fuel assembly array provided in the DEF:CORE input block specifies the location of rodded
and unrodded fuel assembly cells. These designations are important for ensuring the proper
orientation of each fuel assembly geometry in the core layout.
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Figure 6-2
Side view of an example BWR configuration

6.3 Reactor Core Geometry Description
The reactor core geometry is built using the PMB CORNOD input block. Block CORNOD
actually builds three regions of the reactor model: the core region, the core radial reflector region
beyond the core periphery, and the central shroud beside the core. The basic core geometry is the
same for all operating cycles. The core geometry meshing may change between cycles depending
upon the dominant fuel type loaded on the core periphery, e.g., an 8x8 versus a 9x9 fuel
assembly design.
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A core reflector region lies between the reactor core region and the central shroud. The reflector
region includes transition parts that interface the rectangular shape of the core region with the
cylindrical shape of the shroud. Figure 6-4 illustrates a planar view of the core reflector region
model with meshing. The planar meshing is uniform along the entire axial height of the core
region. Also shown is a list of the volume identifiers that describe the parts and mesh regions
in the core reflector model.
The core reflector parts are built as extensions to the columns and rows of fuel assemblies.
The reflector parts ("CORRFLNjjEii:k.n") are constructed from three geometry types:
rectangular bodies, basic rectangular bodies with one curved surface, and cylindrical bodies.
The reflector parts that interface with the core region are based on rectangular bodies. The size
of the rectangular meshing varies with each column and row of parts, as the PMB code employs
algorithms to adjust the meshing to avoid generating parts with extremely small and extremely
large volume meshes. Rectangular meshing is used until the meshing exceeds the outer edge
of the core region. At this point, the part includes a mesh that provides for the transition of a
rectangular-based geometry to a cylindrical geometry. The core reflector region is then
completed with one or more annuluses that are formed from cylindrical parts. Figure 6-4 shows
that two annulus parts ("CORRFL_Ntt.k.n") are built between the rectangular-based parts and
the shroud wall.
The core shroud is a right circular cylinder pipe that surrounds the reactor core region. The
shroud is meshed radially into two annuluses of equal thickness and azimuthally into 30 equal
arcs ranging from 0 to 45 degrees. The shroud wall is assumed to maintain the same radius over
the height of the core region. Note that the actual shroud radius varies at the top of active fuel
where the fuel extends past the upper shroud flange. The assumption will have no effect on the
pressure vessel wall or capsule fluence evaluations near the midplane elevation. Figure 6-5
illustrates the core shroud model and the format of the volume identifiers ("CORSHRNtt:k.n")
that describe the model regions.
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Figure 6-3
Isometric view of an example reactor core geometry
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Figure 6-4
Planar view of an example BWR core reflector geometry
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Figure 6-5
Isometric view of an example core shroud geometry
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6.4 Core Elevation External Geometry Description
This section describes the geometry models for the regions that lie beyond the core shroud.
These regions include the downcomer, reactor pressure vessel, mirror insulation, cavity regions,
and biological shield. The geometry models for the jet pump assembly and surveillance capsule,
which are located in the downcomer region, are also described.
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The downcomer region is defined in the PMB DWNCMR input block. Figure 6-6 shows a planar
view of an example downcomer region near the core mid-plane elevation in octant symmetry.
The downcomer region is divided into two annuluses. The jet pump assembly is located in the
inner annulus of the downcomer region and the surveillance capsule is located in the outer
annulus of the downcomer region. Both the jet pump assembly and surveillance capsule are
positioned at azimuth 30 degrees. Because of the different structural components in the inner and
outer annuluses of the downcomer model, each has different meshing requirements. Figures 6-7
and 6-8 illustrate planar views of the downcomer inner annulus with meshing applied.
0' North

Figure 6-6
Planar view of an example downcomer geometry
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Figure 6-7
Planar view of an example downcomer inner annulus geometry

Figure 6-7 shows the downcomer water region with example meshing and volume identifiers that
describe the water region parts. The jet pump parts, which are shown as shaded areas, are shown
separately in Figure 6-8. Figure 6-8 shows example meshing and volume identifiers for the
various steel and water regions of the jet pump model.
The jet pumps in the reactor model range axially from the bottom of active fuel to an elevation
of about 85% of the core height. In building the jet pump model, two assumptions are made:
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Neither assumption has a significant effect on the pressure vessel fluence calculations. The
downcomer inner annulus at the elevations above the jet pumps is comprised entirely of water.
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Figure 6-8
Planar view of an example jet pump geometry

The downcomer outer annulus, which contains a surveillance capsule that is positioned at
azimuth 30 degrees, is built from right circular cylinder bodies using the PMB RCPIPE input
block.
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The axial height of the surveillance capsule is about 25 cm and is centered between axial planes
12 and 13 of the core geometry model. The height of the surveillance capsule is preserved in the
model. The axial meshing above and below the capsule is varied to accommodate the height of
the capsule. The downcomer regions that are axially above and below the surveillance capsule
elevation use a uniform planar and axial meshing as defined for standard right circular cylinder
parts.
The reactor pressure vessel and the regions outside the pressure vessel are modeled as right
circular cylinder pipe using the PMB RCPIPE input block.
Figure 6-10 illustrates the reactor pressure vessel geometry and volume identifiers that describe
the pressure vessel part. Note that the pressure vessel clad part is omitted from the illustration.
The clad is a single annulus part on the inside surface of the pressure vessel wall. It has the same
azimuthal and axial meshing as the pressure vessel wall.
Outside the reactor pressure vessel is the cavity region, mirror insulation, and biological shield
(concrete wall). These regions provide boundary conditions for the neutron flux calculation and
do not require extensive modeling detail. The outer regions are modeled as right circular cylinder
pipes similar to the geometries for the central shroud and reactor pressure vessel.
The radial and azimuthal meshing in the outer pressure vessel regions varies as follows:
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Figure 6-9
Planar view of an example downcomer outer annulus geometry
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Volume Identifiers
RPVwaIN{01 -30):{1-25}.{1-5)
RPVcladN{01-30}:{1-25}.1
Note! The RPV clad is not shown
in this figure. The clad is a single
annulus part that is positioned
on the inside surface of the RPV
wall. It has the same azimuthal
and axial meshing as shown for
the RPV wall.

Figure 6-10
Side view of an example reactor pressure vessel geometry
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Figure 6-11
Planar view of an example outer reactor pressure vessel geometry
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7
RAMA DOSIMETRY CALCULATIONS

An important element in the application of the Methodology is the comparison of predicted
activation levels in surveillance capsule dosimetry to measured values. Comparison of activation
predictions to measurements is essential for qualifying the applicability of the methodology for
use in estimating RPV fluence. The comparisons also form the basis for estimating the bias and
uncertainty associated with RPV fluence predictions.
The primary source of activation measurements in BWR reactors is activation samples retrieved
from in-vessel surveillance capsules. The activation samples may be in the form of flux wires
(typically copper and iron wires) and dosimetry samples consisting of flux wires and/or foil
samples.

7.1 Surveillance Capsule Model
The geometry modeling flexibility of the RAMA transport code allows the surveillance capsule
to be explicitly represented in the three-dimensional transport calculation. It is possible to model
the surveillance capsule in detail, however, that level of detail in the capsule can result in
prohibitively long execution times with no significant improvement in accuracy. Therefore, it is
generally desirable to represent the capsule with a series of homogenized sub-meshed regions.
It is important to include the steel Charpy samples contained within the capsules, since these
perturb the flux exposing the dosimeters. A typical surveillance capsule model is described in
Section 6.
7.2 RAFTER Activation Prediction
The RAFTER code module of the Methodology is the primary tool for predicting the activation
in regions of the reactor system resulting from neutron irradiation. RAFTER utilizes the flux data
output punch files (state-point punch files) generated by the RAMA transport code in Section
4.8, RAMA Transport Calculations,along with power history information over the period of
sample irradiation to represent the spatial- and time-dependent neutron irradiation in the reactor
system. In addition to the neutron irradiation information, RAFTER requires the user to identify
the locations (i.e., RAMA transport calculation regions) at which activations are to be
determined and the activation reactions to be computed.
A list of the activation response reactions that are provided in the RAFTER activation prediction
module are presented in the RAMA Fluence Methodology User's Manual [3]. These response
reactions originate from the BUGLE-96 nuclear data library. These response reactions are
available for two types of neutron collapsing spectra: "flat weighted" collapsing spectra
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(designated as response set 7001) and "¼ RPV thickness" collapsing spectra (designated as
response set 7003). The results calculated for most fast neutron dosimeters are not very sensitive
to which set is used (the 237Np dosimeter is slightly sensitive in some cases). In addition, userspecified activation reactions may be supplied to the RAFTER activation prediction module to
permit activation predictions for reactions that are not included in the RAFTER computational
module.

7.3 Comparison of Predicted Activity to Measurements
The predicted activity from the RAFTER module of the Methodology software system should
be compared to the reported specific activity measurements obtained from hotcell evaluations.
It is best to use specific activity measurements rather than saturated activity since the effects of
irradiation time, power history, and product decay are already incorporated into the RAFTER
predicted activity values.
The predicted activity from RAFTER is reported in units of Becquerels/cm 3 (1 Becquerel = 1
disintegration per second or dps). Since specific activity measurements are usually reported
in units of either Bq/gm or micro-curies/gm, it is generally necessary to convert the RAFTER
predicted values into the corresponding units of the activity measurements. The conversion
consists of dividing the RAFTER predicted activity by the density of the specimen, and dividing
by the conversion factor of 3.7xl 04 Bq per micro-curie if the measurement units are microcuries/gm. When making this conversion, it is important to note whether the mass term in the
measured specific activity is based upon the mass of the target isotope or the mass of the
naturally-occurring element. The appropriate density should be used in the activity conversion.
When comparing RAFTER predicted fission reaction activities, such as 238U(n,fission), to
measurements it should be noted that the RAFTER predicted values do not include adjustments
for the fission yields of the measured isotopes. As a result, the product isotope fission yield
fraction should also be included in the RAFTER conversion for these reactions if the yield
correction is not included in the reported measurements. For example, the RAFTER predicted
activity for the reaction 23 8U(nfission) 137Cs should be multiplied by 0.0605 prior to comparison
to measured values to account for the 6.05% yield of 137Cs from 238U fissions. In addition, the
fission reaction activity prediction from RAFTER does not include any compensation for
photofissions (fissions generated by photon, i.e., gamma ray, interactions). Generally a small
correction for this effect may be applied to the RAFTER predicted fission reaction activity. It
should be noted that although RAMA is capable of predicting the photon distribution in the
reactor system this feature has not been qualified for use in RPV and surveillance capsule
fluence evaluations.
The comparison of predicted to measured values is usually expressed as the ratio of predicted
(or calculated) to measured values, referred to as the "C/M" ratio. The mean values of this ratio
for the various measurement samples and the corresponding standard deviation are used as inputs
to the uncertainty analysis discussed in Section 8 of this manual.
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RAMA UNCERTAINTY CALCULATIONS

Calculation of the neutron flux distribution is sensitive to material and geometric representation
of the core and reactor internals, the neutron source, the nuclear cross-section data, and the
numerical scheme used in the calculation. An uncertainty analysis is incorporated into the
Methodology software to estimate the level of uncertainty for the vessel fluence calculation.
This section describes the parameters and values that must be determined and input into the
Methodology to account for the uncertainty in the fluence calculation. The uncertainty evaluation
is composed of three steps: (1) analytic uncertainty analysis, (2) comparison uncertainty analysis,
and (3) calculational uncertainty analysis. This section describes the method of performing each
of these analyses. Section 9 describes the application of the uncertainty evaluation tothe
determination of the best estimate neutron flux and fluence.

8.1 Analytic Uncertainty Evaluation
An analytic uncertainty analysis is required to demonstrate the accuracy of the fluence evaluation
methodology [1]. The important sources of uncertainty, i.e. analytical parameters, must be
identified and their impact on RPV fluence quantified. The analytic uncertainty is determined by
evaluating the sensitivity of the >1.0 MeV fluence at key locations, i.e., the peak fluence location
on the RPV inside surface, the RPV T/4 position, and the RPV 3T/4 position. The sensitivity is
identified by varying the analytical parameters in the RAMA fluence evaluations and dividing
the resulting variation in the predicted (>1.0 MeV) fluence at the key locations by the variation
in the analytical parameter. The uncertainty in the fluence at the key locations resulting from
each analytical parameter is determined by multiplying the sensitivity by the analytical parameter
uncertainty.
In many instances, it is acceptable to use two-dimensional (2D) neutron transport evaluations to
determine the analytical parameter sensitivity, however, axial parameter sensitivity evaluations
generally require computations that utilize three-dimensional (3D) transport models. A single
state point (either an actual state point or a state point based upon a cycle average condition) may
be used in the sensitivity evaluations to simplify the computation process since only one RAMA
transport evaluation would be needed for each parameter sensitivity evaluation. If a single state
point is used in the sensitivity evaluations, it is acceptable to use variations in the predicted
(>1.0 MeV) flux instead of the neutron fluence.
In order to determine the impact of the analytical parameter uncertainty on surveillance capsule
and RPV fluence it is necessary to establish a 2D and a 3D reference case for use in the
parameter sensitivity evaluation. The reference cases should be similar in geometric meshing
to the production case used to obtain the predicted surveillance capsule and RPV fluence. The
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amount of variation in an analytical parameter in a sensitivity case doesnot need to be directly
related to the uncertainty in the parameter. It is only necessary that the variation be large enough
to obtain a significant variation in the resulting neutron fluence, but small enough that a first
estimate of the flux derivative is accurate (i.e., the deviation in the parameter over the range
of the variation is approximately linear).
8.1.1 Geometry Analytical Parameters
Table 8-1 contains a list of the geometry analytical parameters that are important sources of
uncertainty in determining RPV fluence. Also shown in the table is the type of model (2D or 3D)
that can be used to assess the sensitivity of the parameter. The uncertainty in these parameters is
usually determined from the geometric tolerances of the parameters, with the tolerance range
representing an uncertainty of ±2cy. In general, there is no bias associated with the geometry
analytical parameters since nominal values of the parameters are used in the neutron fluence
evaluation.

Table 8-1
Geometry analytical parameters

Content Deleted
EPRI Proprietary Information

]]TS
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8.1.2 Material Composition Analytical Parameters
Table 8-2 contains a list of the material composition analytical parameters that are important
sources of uncertainty in determining RPV fluence. Also shown in the table is the type of model
(2D or 3D) that can be used to assess the sensitivity of the parameter. The uncertainty in the steel
composition parameters is usually determined based upon the allowable range of the material's
composition in steel. The uncertainty in water density parameters is usually determined based
upon system heat balance computations. The uncertainty in stack density is usually based upon
fuel vendor estimates. The full range of variation in these parameters represents an uncertainty
of ±2cy. Since nominal values of these parameters are used in the neutron fluence evaluation,
there should be no bias associated with the material composition analytical parameters.

[[
Table 8-2
Material composition analytical parameters

'Content Deleted
1EPRI_ Proprietary Information.

8.1.3 Fission Source Analytical Parameters

Content Deleted
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Table 8-3
Fission source analytical parameters

,Content Deleted_
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8.1.4 Nuclear DataAnalytical Parameters
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Table 8-4
Nuclear data analytical parameters
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8.1.5 Modeling Input Analytical Parameters
There are generally several modeling input parameters that potentially can impact the prediction
of RPV neutron fluence. For some of these modeling input parameters, the proper selection
for the type of evaluation being performed tends to lessen, if not eliminate, their impact. The
uncertainty resulting from the remaining modeling input parameters can be determined using
the results obtained from modeling input sensitivity evaluations, as described in Section 4.6,
BWR PlanarModel Sensitivities. In addition, the fluence bias applicable to these parameters is
determined based upon the difference between the reference case and the asymptotic case results
obtained from the Section 4.6 evaluation.
Table 8-5 contains a list of the modeling input analytical parameters that are important sources of
uncertainty in determining RPV fluence. Also shown in the table is the type of model (2D or 3D)
that can be used to assess the sensitivity of the parameter. The uncertainty in the individual
modeling input parameters is estimated based upon the sensitivity case results. The variation in
>1.0 MeV fluence at the key RPV locations resulting from each parameter represents ±2a.

[R
Table 8-5
Modeling input analytical parameters

Content Deleted
IEPRI PropPrietary Infor ma tio

]]TS
The variation in RPV >1.0 MeV fluence resulting from variations in each of the modeling input
analytical parameters is determined from the modeling sensitivity evaluations performed as
described in Section 4.6 of this manual.

8.2 Comparison Uncertainty Evaluation
The comparison uncertainty is determined from the comparison between measured and
calculated dosimetry activation results obtained from the fluence benchmark and operating
reactor surveillance capsule evaluations. The calculated flux is used to determine calculated
activities at the dosimeter locations, as described in Section 7 of this manual.

8.2.1 Operating PlantMeasurements
In-vessel surveillance capsule dosimetry measurements obtained from the BWR being evaluated,
or from similar BWR designs, are used to validate the methodology for calculation of RPV
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fluence. Comparisons to measurements for similar BWRs should be used to determine the
comparison bias and uncertainty. As additional similar BWR measurement data is accumulated
from surveillance capsule evaluations, the data, if acceptably reliable, is added to the
measurement database for the type of plant being evaluated.

[[
Content Deleted
EPRI Proprietary Information!

]]TS

8.2.2 Pressure Vessel SimulatorMeasurements
Measurement comparisons for three pressure vessel simulator benchmark problems
(i.e., PCA, VENUS-3, and H. B. Robinson 2 in-vessel and cavity dosimetry benchmarks) are
used to validate the applicability of the Methodology to predict RPV fluence. The comparisons
of RAMA predicted activation to measured dosimetry from these three established benchmarks
contribute to the computation of the calculational bias and uncertainty.

Er
Content Deleted
'EPRI Proprietary Information

]]TS

8.3 Calculational Uncertainty Evaluation
As defined in NRC Reg. Guide 1.190, the combined uncertainty is an appropriate combination
of the bias and uncertainty obtained from the analytic uncertainty combined with the bias and
uncertainty based upon comparisons to operating data and benchmark comparisons.

81
8.3. 1 CalculationalBias
'Content Deleted
EPRI Proprietary Information '
]]TS
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8.3.2 CalculationalStandardDeviation
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RAMA NEUTRON FLUENCE CALCULATIONS

Determining the neutron fluence in the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) is an essential element
in the assessment of RPV damage resulting from neutron irradiation. Generally, the evaluation
is restricted to a reduced energy range since low energy neutrons are substantially less likely
to inflict irradiation damage than are high-energy neutrons. Material damage assessments are
usually restricted to integral neutron fluences with neutron energy >1.0 MeV.
This section describes the procedure for using the Methodology to calculate the accumulated
RPV fluence and to determine the best estimate limiting RPV fluence using the calculational bias
and uncertainty that are described in Section 8. This section also provides guidance for
determining an appropriate end-of-life RPV fluence. The following steps form the basis for
determining the RPV fluence to be reported in accordance with [1].
9.1 Calculating Accumulated RPV Neutron Fluence
The accumulated RPV neutron fluence with energy >1.0 MeV requires that a RAMA 3D
transport calculation be performed for each state point used to define the important operating
conditions throughout the operation of the plant (note that state point selection is discussed in
Section 5, BWR Design Inputs). The RAMA 3D transport calculations that were discussed in
Section 4.8, RAMA Transport Calculations,produced flux data punch files during execution.
The punch files are used as state-point input data files to the RAFTER module of the
Methodology. The individual state points must be appropriately mapped to the reactor power
history, as discussed in Section 4.2, Reactor Design Inputs. This is required in order for the
RAFTER module to accurately account for variations in reactor power over the irradiation
period.
It is not uncommon for the locations of interest in the RPV wall to lie between meshed regions.
When this is the case, interpolation (or extrapolation for inner surface or outer surface locations)
should be used to determine the flux at the desired vessel locations. Depending upon the
meshing, interpolation may be required in the radial, azimuthal, and/or axial directions.

9.2 Determining the Best Estimate RPV Neutron Fluence
The best estimate RPV fluence at the maximum fluence location is determined by adjusting the
calculated fluence obtained from Section 8.2 using the calculational bias and uncertainty from
Section 8.3. According to [1], if the calculational bias is non-zero and the calculational
uncertainty does not exceed 20%, then the best estimate flux is calculated by a multiplicative
bias correction applied to the calculated RPV fluence values. If the calculational uncertainty
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exceeds 20% but does not exceed 30%, then the best estimate fluence is calculated by a
multiplicative bias correction (if the bias is non-zero) with an additional adjustment for the
amount that the calculational uncertaintyexceeds 20%. If the calculational uncertainty exceeds
30%, then the neutron fluence methodology exceeds the guidelines presented in [1] and the
fluence application must be reviewed by the NRC on an individual basis.

9.3 Determining End-of-Life Neutron Fluence Predictions
Extension of the best estimate neutron fluence to the predicted end-of-life of the RPV requires
that representative powers and other state point operating conditions be estimated for the period
of irradiation beyond the current operating cycle. These representative conditions should be
selected based upon such ýonsiderations as the likelihood that the most recent cycle will be
representative of future operating cycles and/or the availability of projected plant operating
conditions that are likely to be representative of future operating cycles. It is also important
to consider the extent to which a conservative versus a best estimate prediction is desired.
Once the conditions have been established, the prediction of RPV fluence to end-of-life consists
of using the RAMA transport module to compute the neutron flux distributions for these
predictive operating conditions. The resulting flux data punch files are used as state point files
that are added to the RAFTER production 3D fluence evaluation case. The power history in the
RAFTER input is extended forward to the desired end-of-life Effective Full Power Days (EFPD).
The future power history can be represented as a single power step for each future state point
with the power specified as the reactor rated power. Any conditions that would affect the current
rated core power, such as power uprate, should be included in the RAFTER end-of-life fluence
prediction evaluation.
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April 20, 2004
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Bill Eaton, BWRVIP Chairman
Entergy Operations, Inc.
Echelon One
1340 Echelon Parkway
Jackson, MS 39213-8202
SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - REVIEW OF BWR VESSEL
AND INTERNALS PROJECT REPORTS, BWRVIP-114, BWRVIP-115,
BWRVIP-117, AND BWRVIP-121, AND TRANSWARE ENTERPRISES INC.
REPORT TWE-PSE-001-R-001, REVISION 0 (TAC NO. MB9765)

Dear Mr. Eaton:
By applications dated August 1, August 5, October 23, and October 29, 2003, respectively, you
submitted for NRC staff review, four Etectric Power Research Institute (EPRI) proprietary
reports, BWRVIP-114, "RAMA Fluence Methodology Theory Manual," BWRVIP-115, "RAMA
Fluence Methodology Benchmark Manual-Evaluation of Regulatory Guide 1.190 Benchmark
Problems," BWRVIP-117, "RAMA Fluence Methodology Plant Application-Susquehanna Unit 2
Surveillance Capsule Fluence Evaluation for Cycles 1-5," and BWRVIP-121, "RAMA Fluence
Methodology Procedures Manual." In addition, by application dated March 23, 2004, you
submitted for NRC staff review, TransWare Enterprises, Inc. Report, TWE-PSE-001-R-001,
Revision 0, "Hope Creek Flux Wire Dosimeter Activation Evaluation for Cycle 1 Using the
RAMA Fluence Methodology." These reports were submitted to the NRC as a means of
exchanging information with the NRC for the purpose of supporting generic regulatory
improvements related to methodologies to determine neutron fluence in BWR internal
components.
The NRC staff has completed its initial review of the BWRVIP-114, BWRVIP-115,
BWRVIP-117, and BWRVIP-121 reports, and the TransWare Enterprises, Inc. Report,
TWE-PSE-001 -R-001, Revision 0. As indicated in the attached request for additional
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information (RAI), the NRC staff has determined that additional information is needed to
complete the review. If you have any questions, please contact Meena Khanna at
(301) 415-2150.
Sincerely,

Stephanie M. Coffin, Chief
Vessels & Internals Integrity and Welding Section
Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Project No. 704
Enclosure: As stated
cc: BWRVIP Service List
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cc:
Jim Meister, BWRVIP Vice-Chairman
Exelon Corp.
Cornerstone IIat Cantera
4300 Winfield Rd.
Warrenville, IL 60555-4012

Robin Dyre, Technical Chairman
BWRVIP Integration Committee
Southern Nuclear Operating Co.
42 Inverness Center Parkway (M/S B234)
Birmingham, AL 35242-4809

William C. Holston, Executive Chairman
BWRVIP Integration Committee
Constellation Generation Group
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 63
Lycoming, NY 13093

Jeff Goldsten, Technical Chairman
BWRVIP Mitigation Committee
Entergy Nuclear NE
440 Hamilton Ave. (M/S K-WPO-1 Ic
White Plains, NY 10601

Tom Mulford, EPRI BWRVIP
Integration Manager
Raj Pathania, EPRI BWRVIP
Mitigation Manager
Ken Wolfe, EPRI BWRVIP
Repair Manager
Larry Steinert, EPRI BWRVIP
Electric Power Research Institute
P.O. Box 10412
3412 Hillview Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Dale Atkinson, BWRVIP Liason to EPRI Nuclear
Power Council
Energy Northwest
Columbia Generating Station (MIS PEO8)
Snake River Complex
North Power Plant Loop
Richland. WA 99352-0968

Al Wrape, Executive Chairman
BWRVIP Assessment Committee
PPL Susquehanna, LLC
2 N. 9PhSt.
Allentown, PA 18101-1139

Richard Ciemiewicz, Technical Vice Chairman
BWRVIP Assessment Committee
Exelon Corp.
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
M/S SMB3-6
1848 Lay Road
Delta, PA 17314-9032

H. Lewis Sumner, Executive Chairman
BWRVIP Mitigation Committee
Vice President, Hatch Project
Southern Nuclear Operating Co.
M/S BIN B051, P.O. BOX 1295
40 Inverness Center Parkway
Birmingham, AL 35242-4809

Gary Park, Chairman
BWRVIP Inspection Focus Group
Nuclear Management Co.
Monticello Nuclear Plant
2807 W. Country Road 75
Monticello, MN 55362-9635

Robert Carter, EPRI BWRVIP
Assessment Manager
Greg Selby, EPRI BWRVIP
Inspection Manager
EPRI NDE Center
P.O. Box 217097
1300 W. T. Harris Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28221

George Inch, Technical Chairman
BWRVIP Assessment Committee
Constellation Nuclear
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station (M/S ESB-1)
348 Lake Road
Lycoming, NY 13093

Denver Atwood, Technical Chairman
BWRVIP Repair Focus Group
Southern Nuclear Operating Co.
Post Office Box 1295
40 Inverness Center Parkway (M/S B031)
Birmingham, AL 35242-4809
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REQUEST FOf, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
FOR THE REVIEW OF THE ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE (EPRI) RAMA
METHODOLOGY FOR REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL FLUENCE EVALUATION

BWRVIP- 114: "BWR Vessel and internals Project,RAMA Fluence Methodology Theory
Manual"
RAI 114-1

In the plant-specific applications, what specific tests and criteria aro used to
assure the adequacy of the number of rays and the number of volumes used in
the RAMA fluence calculations?

RAI 114-2

It is not evident that the RAMA geometry model described in Ref. 1 provides a
correct representation of the true geometry (i.e., preserves the location,
orientation and shape of all surfaces defining the physical geometry). For
example, the modeling of the reflector region, surrounding the core, involves
geometry elements that have both planar and cylindrical side boundaries. Since
the geometry elements described in Ref. 1, Section 3.2, do not include bodies of
this type, does RAMA introduce any distortion of the physical geometry in
modeling the reflector and, if so, how is this distortion controlled to ensure
acceptable accuracy?

RAI 114-3

The eluation provided in Ref. 1, (Equation 7-38) for determining the M/C bias for
the benchmark database requires an additional 1/M multiplicative normalization
factor.

RAI 114-4

Equation 7-40 of Ref. 1 combines the analytical bias (BJ)and the benchmark
bias (B,,) to determine the overall calculational bias. The analytical bias (B.),
defined in Equation 7-34, provides the effect of not using the optimum
asymptotic calculational input in the RAMA fluence calculation. Since the
benchmark biases include the effect of the approximate calculational input used
in the benchmark calculations (i.e., use of the standard input parameters rather
than the asymptotic parameters), the analytical bias is only required when there
is an inconsistency between the input used in the vessel fluence calculations and
the benchmark calculations; e.g., when the calculations of the benchmark
measurements are made with the asymptotic input values and the vessel fluence
calculations are made with the standard input values. The staff requests that the
BWRVIP clearly address the determination of the bias.

RAI 114-5

The weights defined in Equation 7-41 are not normalized (i.e., sum to unity), as
required. Also, the weights should reflect the reliability of the bias estimates. If,
for example, a weight of 1/o&is used, the o should represent the standard
deviation of the bias estimate, not the standard deviation of the M/C data about
the mean.

ATTACHMENT
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RAI 114-6

The values of au, 0 b, and ob2 of Equation (7-43) represent the (one standard
deviation) uncertainty in the RAMA calculated fluence, based on the analytical
estimate of the uncertainties, comparisons with simulator benchmarks, and
comparisons with operating plant data, respectively. These three uncertainty
values represent independent'estimates of the RAMA calculational uncertainty.
Therefore, the staff requests that the BWRVIP, in calculating the final estimate of
the RAMA calculational uncertainty, oc, use an appropriately weighted
combination of these three values, where each weight reflects the reliability of
the uncertainty estimate, and then normalize the weights. The staff requests
that the BWRVIP address this issue and provide a justification.

BWRVIP- 115, "BWR Vessel and InternalsProject, RAMA Fluence Methodology Benchmark
Manual - Evaluation of Regulatory Guide 1.190 Benchmark Problems"
RAI 115-1

Identify all differences between the methods used in performing the RAMA
benchmark analyses of Reference 2 and the methods that will be used In
performing the calculations of the vessel and shroud fluence. Also, address how
the effects of these inconsistencies will be accounted for in determining the
RAMA calculational bias and uncertainty.

RAI 115-2

(a)

Regulatory Guide 1.190 requires that, as they become available, new
measurements are to be incorporated into the M/C database and the
fluence calculational bias and uncertainty estimates are to be updated, as
necessary. The staff requests that the BWRVIP address how it will
ensure that new measurements are incorporated in the M/C database
and that the fluence bias and uncertainty will be updated in a timely
manner.

(b)

How many BWR samples (measurements) are currently available and
when is it anticipated that a statistically significant set of measurements
will be available to evaluate the overall bias?

RAI 115-3

In the calculation of the VENUS-3 benchmark, it is stated that the source is
normalized to the experimental results. If the experimental results used for this
normalization are the fluence measurements (which would erroneously reduce
the M/C uncertainty), rather than the measurements of the core source
distribution, discuss the effect that this simplification has on the calculational bias
and uncertainty inferred from this benchmark comparison.

2
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RAI 115-4

In Table 2-24, the sensitivity of the RAMA calculation of the NUREG-6115
benchmark problem to the axial distance between parallel rays has not been
included (as in Table 2-16 for the H3R-2 calculation). Please discuss the
sensitivity of the RAMA calculation to the axial distance between parallel rays.
Please present your results on the same (or a similar) graph as Figures 5.4.6 or
5.4.8 of NUREG-6115.

BWRVIP- 117, "BWR Vessel and Internals Project, RAMA Fluence Methodology Plant
Application - Susquehanna Unit 2 Surveillance Capsule Fluence Evaluation for Cycles 1-5"
RAI 117-1

In Ref. 3, what criteria was used to select the sixty-three state points used to
represent the Cycle 1-5 core operating history and what determination criteria
was used in the weighing assignments of each state point calculation?

RAI 117-2

Was the Susquehanna Cycle 1-5 power, void and exposure distribution data
based on calculational results or plant process computer data? If this data was
the result of recent calculations, rather than the original historical calculations,
discuss why new calculations were required and what differences were
introduced in the calculations. Also, discuss the effect of any approximations
used in representing the state-point dependence of the pin-wise source
distribution of the peripheral fuel bundles.

RAI 117-3

Discuss the basis for the Table 5-3 parameter uncertainty for the following
locations: (1) capsule and flux wire locations, (2) vessel inner radius, (3) ,;ore
void fraction, (4) peripheral bundle power, and the (5) iron cross section.

RAI 117-4

Describe the spatial mesh used to represent the capsule and the capsule/vessel
water gap.

RAI 117-5

What fluence uncertainty is introduced by the uncertainty in the Cu-63(n, a)Co60, Fe-54(n, p)Mn-54 and Ni-58(n, p)Co-58 dosimetry cross sections?

RAI 117-6

Provide a discussion of the method used to determine the analytical modeling
input bias and the associated uncertainty provided in Table 5-3.

RAI 117-7

In view of the fact that the uncertainty in the bias, inferred from the
measurements of Table 5-4, is larger than the bias itself, provide justification for
applying this bias to the RAMA calculated fluence.

RAI 117-8

In view of the fact that the RAMA calculation of the benchmark measurements
used the "standard" fluence input parameters and the C/M comparisons (and the
inferred C/M bias), address the effect of these parameters and provide
justification for applying the analytical bias to the RAMA fluence calculation.
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RAI 117-9

Discuss the methods used to measure the flux wire activations and conformance
to ASTM E-263-93 (Ref. 4), ASTM E-263-93 (Ref. 5) and ASTM E-264-92 (Ref.
6). Also, discuss the basis for the 2.5% measurement accuracy.

BWRVIP- 121, "BWR Vessel and Internals Project RAMA Fluence Methodology Procedures
Manual"
RAI 121-1

Ref. 7 states that the BWR shroud is a "priority 1 component." However, no
mention or attempt was made to demonstrate how RAMA performs in the
evaluation of the shroud. Provide benchmarking data and calculations for the
core shroud.

RAI 121-2

The staff requests that the BWRVIP provide a justification of the statement in the
BWRVIP-121 report, 'The nature of the guidelines is applicable to BWR plants
without jet pumps..." In most BWRs, the dosimeters are placed behind the jet
pump, which introduces spectral distortions, particularly for Fe and Ni
dosimeters. If the BWRVIP report is indicating that the RAMA bias and
uncertainties, based on jet pump plants, are applicable to plants without jet
pumps, then the staff requests that the BWRVIP justify this statement.

TWE-PSE-0O 1-R-O0 1, "Hope Creek Flux Wire DosimeterActivation Evaluationfor Cycle 1"
1.

The surveillance capsule is situated directly behind the jet pump. Given the "window" in
the inelastic scattering of Fe in the 1.0 to 2.5 MeV range, what is the effect of the spectrum
on the Fe, Ni, and Cu activation?

2.

There is no mention of the estimation of the neutron spectrum in these calculations. The
report states that there are 12 segments in the cycle, with different material compositions.
It seems that the major differences in these segments are the decreasing concentration of
U-235, the increasing concentration of Pu-239, and the increasing concentration of fission
products. How do these changes affect the spectrum and how is it calculated?

3.

What were the findings/results from the sensitivity study? Are the parameter default
settings optimized?

4.

Given the systematic underestimation of the Cu dosimeters, address whether an
investigation shall be launched to determine if a dosimeter-specific bias exists?

5.

The report states that the Cu discrepancy could be due to Co-59 impurity. The staff
requests that the BWRVIP address that dosimeters supposed to be chemically and
isotopically pure?

4
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September 29, 2004
Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
Attention:

Meena Khanna

Subject:

Project No. 704 - BWRVIP Response to NRC Request for Additional Information
on BWRVIP-114, -115, -117 and -121

References: 1. Letter from Meena Khanna (NRC) to Bill Eaton (BWRVIP Chairman),
"Request for Additional Information - Review of BWR Vessel and Internals
Project Reports, BWRVIP- 114, BWRVIP-1 15, BWRVIP-1 17, and
BWRVIP-12 1, and Transware Enterprises Inc. Report TWE-PSE-001-R-001,
Revision 0 (TAC NO. MB9765)," dated April 20, 2004.
2. Letter from Carl Terry (BWRVIP Chairman) to Document Control Desk
(NRC) '-Project 704 - BWRVIP-114: BWR Vessel and Internals Project,
RAMA Fluence Methodology Theory Manual," dated June 11, 2003.
Enclosed are ten (10) copies of the BWRVIP response to the NRC Request for Additional
Information (RAI) on the BWRVIP- 114, -115, -117, -121 reports on the RAMA fluence
methodology and a Transware Enterprises report on a Hope Creek flux wire dosimeter
evaluation that was transmitted to the BWRVIP by the Reference 1 NRC letter identified above.
The enclosure repeats each of the items from the NRC RAI verbatim followed by the BWRVIP
response to that item.
Please note that the enclosed document contains proprietary information. Therefore, the request
to withhold the BWRVIP-1 14 report from public disclosure transmitted to the NRC by the
Reference 2 letter identified above also applies to the enclosed document.
If you have any questions on this subject, please contact George Inch (Constellation Energy,
BWRVIP Assessment Committee Technical Chairman) by telephone at 315.349.2441.
Sincerely,

William A. Eaton
Entergy Operations
Chairman, BWR Vessel and Internals Project
CgURPRr

MEhEADOUA"ROT

3412 Hillview Avenue I Palo Alto CA B4304-1395 USA I 650.855.2000 I Customer Service 800.313,3774 I wwweprixcom
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
FOR THE REVIEW OF THE ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE (EPRI)
RAMA METHODOLOGY FOR REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL FLUENCE
EVALUATION

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has reviewed the RAMA Fluence
Methodology documents submitted by the Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals
Project (BWRVIP) to qualify the application of the methodology for use in determining
neutron fluence in BWR components. As a result of the review, twenty-seven Requests
for Additional Information (RAls) were identified in a letter transmitted to BWRVIP dated
April 20, 2004. This report documents the response to these RAls.
RAI 114-1

Comment: In the plant-specific applications, what specific tests and
criteria are used to assure the adequacy of the number of rays and the
number of volumes used in the RAMA fluence calculations?
Response: The adequacy of the RAMA fluence model parameters is
assured by means of model sensitivity evaluations that are performed
for each reactor model. A combination of 2-dimensional and
3-dimensional geometry and transport integration sensitivity evaluations
are performed to ensure consistent results throughout the fluence
model. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 of Ref. 7 describe the specific parametric
cases and methodology for applying the 2-dimensional and 3dimensional sensitivity evaluations, respectively, that are performed as
a part of BWR vessel fluence calculations.

RAI 114-2

Comment: It is not evident that the RAMA geometry model described
in Ref. 1 provides a correct representation of the true geometry (i.e.,
preserves the location, orientation and shape of all surfaces defining
the physical geometry). For example, the modeling of the reflector
region, surrounding the core, involves geometry elements that have
both planar and cylindrical side boundaries. Since the geometry
elements described in Ref. 1, Section 3.2, do not include bodies of this
type, does RAMA introduce any distortion of the physical geometry in
modeling the reflector and, if so, how is this distortion controlled to
ensure acceptable accuracy?
Response: The solution regions in a RAMA geometry model are
formed by combinations (i.e., intersections and differences) of the
bodies described in Section 3.2 of Ref. 1. This allows complex
geometries, including the transition between the rectangular core and
the cylindrical shroud, to be precisely represented in a RAMA model. As
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an example, a solution region can be formed by intersecting a right
circular cylinder body with a rectangular parallelepiped body which
results in a solution region that is cylindrical on one face and planar on
the other faces. The use of these types of solution regions to transition
between the planar core surfaces and the cylindrical shroud surface is
illustrated in Figure 6-4 of Ref. 7.
RAI 114-3

Comment: The equation provided in Ref. 1, (Equation 7-38) for
determining the M/C bias for the benchmark database requires an
additional 1/M multiplicative normalization factor.
Response: The 1/M multiplicative factor was inadvertently omitted
from the definition of the average value presented in Equation 7-38 of
Ref. 1. The correct average value was used in the uncertainty
evaluation presented in Ref. 3. Attachment 1 to this document contains
a revised Page 7-16 from Ref. 1 illustrating the correct equation 7-38.

RAI 114-4

Comment: Equation 7-40 of Ref. 1 combines the analytical bias (Ba)
and the benchmark bias (Bbl) to determine the overall calculational
bias. The analytical bias (Ba), defined in Equation 7-34, provides the
effect of not using the optimum asymptotic calculational input in the
RAMA fluence calculation. Since the benchmark biases include the
effect of the approximate calculational input used in the benchmark
calculations (i.e., use of the standard input parameters rather than the
asymptotic parameters), the analytical bias is only required when there
is an inconsistency between the input used in the vessel fluence
calculations and the benchmark calculations; e.g., when the
calculations of the benchmark measurements are made with the
asymptotic input values and the vessel fluence calculations are made
with the standard input values. The staff requests that the BWRVIP
clearly address the determination of the biasResponse: It is acknowledged that the analytical bias that is
determined from vessel fluence sensitivity evaluations is implicitly
included in the benchmark and operating plant measurement bias. The
theoretical basis for determining the analytical bias is included in the
RAMA fluence methodology for completeness. In general practice, the
analytical bias can be omitted from the uncertainty evaluation, but will
be available ifan analytical bias adjustment to the calculated fluence is
required.

RAI 114-5

Comment: The weights defined in Equation 7-41 are not normalized
(i.e., sum to unity), as required. Also, the weights should reflect the
reliability of the bias estimates. If, for example, a weight of 1/G2 is used,
2
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the a should represent the standard deviation of the bias estimate, not
the standard deviation of the M/C data about the mean.
Response: An error existed in the definition of the weighting factor in
Equation 7-42 in the original Ref. 1 document. A revision to the
weighting factor definition was issued as: Errata for "BWRVIP-114:
BWR Vessel and Internals Project, RAMA Fluence Methodology Theory
Manual," 1003660 May 2003 and was transmitted to the NRC with a
letter from Carl Terry, Chairman of the BWRVIP, dated August 21,
2003. The revision provides for weights that are normalized (i.e., sum to
unity), as expected. Since the measurement bias estimate is based on
the mean of the MIC data, using the standard deviation of the
measurement data should provide a reasonable estimate of the
standard deviation of the bias estimate. The revised equation is shown
in Attachment 2.
RAI 114-6

Comment: The values of a,, Ubi and ab2 of Equation (7-43) represent
the (one standard deviation) uncertainty in the RAMA calculated
fluence, based on the analytical estimate of the uncertainties,
comparisons with simulator benchmarks, and comparisons with
operating plant data, respectively. These three uncertainty values
represent independent estimates of the RAMA calculational uncertainty.
Therefore, the staff requests that the BWRVIP, in calculating the final
estimate of the RAMA calculational uncertainty, cy, use an appropriately
weighted combination of these three values, where each weight reflects
the reliability of the uncertainty estimate, and then normalize the
weights. The staff requests that the BWRVIP address this issue and
provide a justification.
Response: It is correct that each of the three uncertainty values
represents independent estimates of the RAMA calculational
uncertainty. Using the unweighted contribution of the individual
uncertainty values, as proposed in Ref. 1, is conservative in that it leads
to an overestimate of the uncertainty. However, it is appropriate to
estimate the overall uncertainty using a weighted mean of each of the
three uncertainty estimates. Therefore, the BWRVIP intends to revise
the computational process for determining the calculational uncertainty
to incorporate a weighted treatment of the individual uncertainty
components as shown in Equation 7-43 of Attachment 2. The weight
factors of Equation 7-41 (w,, Wb and w,) are now multiplied by their
respective variances to obtain a weighted mean.
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The application of the revised uncertainty treatment will be documented
in BWRVIP-1 17 (Ref. 3). Attachment 3 to this document contains
revised Page 5-5 of Ref. 3 that illustrates the application of the revised
uncertainty treatment.
RAI 115-1

Comment: Identify all differences between the methods used in
performing the RAMA benchmark analyses of Ref. 2 and the methods
that will be used in performing calculations of the vessel and shroud
fluence. Also, address how the effects of these inconsistencies will be
accounted for in determining the RAMA calculational bias and
uncertainty.
Response: The methods used in performing the RAMA benchmark
analyses in Ref. 2 are the same as the methods that will be used in
performing BWR vessel and shroud fluence calculations. The methods
are described in Ref. 7. The application of the methods to operating
BWRs is described in Refs. 3 and 9.

RAI 115-2(a)

Comment: Regulatory Guide 1.190 requires that, as they become
available, new measurements are to be incorporated into the M/C
database and the fluence calculational bias and uncertainty estimates
are to be updated, as necessary. The staff requests that the BWRVIP
address how it will ensure that new measurements are incorporated in
the M/C database and that the fluence bias and uncertainty will be
updated in a timely manner.
Response: The comparisons to measured surveillance capsule and
benchmark dosimetry are maintained in a database that is updated as
additional plant capsule evaluations are performed using the RAMA
methodology. The fluence bias and uncertainty are re-evaluated as new
comparison data is added to the database. At present, TransWare
Enterprises Inc., a primary contractor to EPRI and the BWRVIP, is
performing fluence calculations using RAMA. TransWare also maintains
a surveillance capsule and benchmark dosimetry measurement
database. However, it is envisioned that in the future other
organizations may choose to perform the fluence calculations and
contribute to the database. Therefore, the BWRVIP will consider
options for establishing a mechanism to collect and evaluate new M/C
data and disseminate the information to all users of RAMA.

RAI 115-2(b)

Comment: How many BWR samples (measurements) are currently
available and when is it anticipated that a statistically significant set of
measurements will be available to evaluate the overall bias?

4
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Response: The current RAMA comparison database includes
comparisons to 15 measurement samples from two BWR-4 reactors
and 237 measurement samples from three capsules in a BWR-2
reactor with no jet pumps- Work currently being performed includes
comparison to measurements from three different BWR-4 reactors with
jet pumps for the following measurements: 1) three additional
surveillance capsules; 2) scrapings from various axial locations in the
core shroud and top guide; and 3) samples from shroud head bolts.
This work and other anticipated comparisons will provide a statistically
significant set of measurements for both jet pump and non-jet pump
BWRs when this work is completed (estimated to be within two years).
This work will also demonstrate RAMA's capability to determine fluence
for additional reactor system components.
RAI 115-3

Comment: In the calculation of the VENUS-3 benchmark, it is stated
that the source is normalized to the experimental results. If the
experimental results used for this normalization are the fluence
measurements (which would erroneously reduce the M/C uncertainty),
rather than the measurements of the core source distribution, discuss
the effect that this simplification has on the calculational bias and
uncertainty inferred from this benchmark comparison.
Response: The VENUS-3 measurement results reported by the
experimenters included a normalization to an arbitrary source
magnitude. The intent of the statement regarding the normalized source
is to indicate that the same source magnitude used by the VENUS-3
experimenters was also used in the RAMA benchmark calculation.
There was no normalization of the RAMA predicted activation to
measured values.

RAI 115-4

Comment: In Table 2-24, the sensitivity of the RAMA calculation of the
NUREG-6115 benchmark problem to the axial distance between
parallel rays has not been included (as in Table 2-16 for the HBR-2
calculation). Please discuss the sensitivity of the RAMA calculation to
the axial distance between parallel rays. Please present your results on
the same (or a similar) graph as Figures 5.4.6 or 5.4.8 of NUREG-6115.
Response: The sensitivity of the RAMA calculation of the NUREG6115 benchmark problem to the axial distance between parallel rays is
determined by evaluating the >1.0 MeV neutron flux at the capsule
location for various values of the parallel ray axial distance. The axial
distance between parallel rays was varied over a range of 2 cm to 16
cm. Over the range of 2 cm to 9 cm the maximum observed deviation
was 51%. Thus, the default value of 5 cm was conservatively used in
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the RAMA calculation. Attachment 4 contains revised Pages 2-46
through 2-48 of Ref. 2. The sensitivity of the RAMA calculation of the
NUREG-6115 benchmark problem to the axial distance between
parallel rays is included in Table 2-24 of Attachment 4 and the plot that
illustrates the sensitivity is provided in Figure 2-20 of Attachment 4.
RAI 117-1

Comment: In Ref. 3, what criteria was used to select the sixty-three
state points used to represent the Cycle 1-5 core operating history and
what determination criteria was used in the weighting assignments of
each state point calculation?
Response: The guidelines and criteria for selecting the state points
that are to be used in RAMA fluence evaluations are described in
Section 52.1 of Ref. 7. Daily reactor power for the period over which a
state point is deemed representative is used as the weighting
assignment for each state point calculation.

RAI 117-2

Comment: Was the Susquehanna Cycle 1-5 power, void and
exposure distribution data based on calculational results or plant
process computer data? If this data was the result of recent
calculations, rather than the original historical calculations, discuss why
new calculations were required and what differences were introduced in
the calculations. Also, discuss the effect of any approximations used in
representing the state-point dependence of the pin-wise source
distribution of the peripheral fuel bundles.
Response: The Susquehanna power, void, and exposure distribution
data were based upon "core follow' calculations that were performed
during the five cycles of operation. Restart edit cases were executed to
retrieve the required data from the previous calculations, however, no
recalculation of data was performed. The core calculations provide pinwise power distributions for each bundle in the core for each state point
that was used in the analysis. Thus no approximations were needed to
represent the state-point dependence of the pin-wise source distribution
of the peripheral fuel bundles.

RAI 117-3

Comment: Discuss the basis for the Table 5-3 parameter uncertainty
for the following locations: (1) capsule and flux wire locations, (2)
vessel inner radius, (3) core void fraction, (4) peripheral bundle power,
and the (5) iron cross section.
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Response: (1) The uncertainty in radial and axial locations of the
capsule is based upon the design drawing tolerances. The uncertainty
in capsule azimuthal location is based upon as-built measurements
from a similar BWR. The uncertainty in the location of the flux wires is
based upon the assumption that the flux wires can be located anywhere
within the surveillance capsule. (2) The uncertainty in RPV inner radius
is based upon design drawing tolerances. (3) The uncertainty in void
fraction is based upon experience estimates of --5% variation in
computed void fraction. (4) The uncertainty in peripheral bundle power
is based upon the reported accuracy of the core simulation analysis
computer code. (5) The uncertainty in the iron cross section is based
upon experience estimates of ±10% uncertainty in the cross section.
RAI 117-4

Comment: Describe the spatial mesh used to represent the capsule
and the capsule/vessel water gap.
Response: Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-4 of Ref. 3 illustrate the location
and size of the capsule in the Susquehanna fluence model. The
capsule is positioned in the radial plane to provide for a water gap
between the capsule and pressure vessel wall. The capsule geometry
is represented with 12 mesh volumes of the following configuration: 3
azimuthal sectors, 2 radial annuli, and 2 axial planes. The water gap
between the capsule and the pressure vessel wall is represented with 6
mesh volumes of similar configuration to the capsule with the exception
that 1 annulus is used to represent the radial thickness of the gap.

RAI 117-5

Comment: What fluence uncertainty is introduced by the uncertainty in
the Cu-63(n, a)Co-60, Fe-54(n, p) Mn-54 and Ni-58(n, p)Co-58
dosimetry cross sections?
Response: The dosimetry cross sections are used in the comparison of
calculated activations to measurements so that the uncertainty
introduced by the activation cross sections is inherently included in the
comparison of calculations to measurements for the respective
dosimetry reactions. As a result, no separate estimate of the uncertainty
associated with activation cross sections is required.

RAI 117-6

Comment: Provide a discussion of the method used to determine the
analytical modeling input bias and the associated uncertainty provided
in Table 5-3.
Response: The method used to determine the analytical modeling
uncertainty and bias estimation is described in Section 7.3.1 of Ref. 1
and in Section 8 of Ref. 7.
7
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RAI 117-7

Comment: In view of the fact that the uncertainty in the bias, inferred
from the measurements of Table 5-4, is larger than the bias itself,
provide justification for applying this bias to the RAMA calculated
fluence.
Response: The application of the bias in the case of the Susquehanna
fluence evaluation is provided as an example of the bias application
process. As described in Section 8.3.1 of Ref. 7, the application of a
computed bias to the fluence evaluation should only be done when the
bias is statistically significant. Section 5.4 of the Susquehanna fluence
evaluation presented in Ref. 3 will be revised to be consistent with the
anticipated application of the analytic (and overall) bias treatment in
practice. Attachment 3 to this document provides a revised Page 5-5
that clarifies the intended treatment.

RAI 117-8

Comment: In view of the fact that the RAMA calculation of the
benchmark measurements used the "standard" fluence input
parameters and the C/M comparisons (and the inferred C/M bias),
address the effect of these parameters and provide justification for
applying the analytical bias to the RAMA fluence calculation.
Response: As noted in the response to RAI 114-4, the analytical bias
is generally implicitly included in the measurement comparisons. The
application of an analytical bias in the case of the Susquehanna fluence
evaluation was carried out to demonstrate the application of an
analytical bias should there be inconsistencies between the
methodology used for the measurement comparisons and the fluence
evaluation. In addition, any combined bias should be applied only if it is
statistically significant (Section 8.3.1 of Ref. 7), which is not the case for
the Susquehanna evaluation. Section 5.4 of the Susquehanna fluence
evaluation presented in Ref. 3 will be revised to be consistent with the
anticipated application of the analytic (and overall) bias treatment in
practice. Attachment 3 to this document provides a revised Page 5-5
that clarifies the intended treatment.

RAI 117-9

Comment: Discuss the methods used to measure the flux wire
activations and conformance to ASTM E-263-93 (Ref. 4), ASTM E-26393 (Ref. 5) and ASTM E-264-92 (Ref. 6). Also, discuss the basis for the
2.5% measurement accuracy.
Response: The flux wire measurements were performed by GE. The
methods used to measure the flux wire activations, measurement
results, and measurement accuracy are described in Ref. 8.
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RAI 121-1

Comment: Ref. 7 states that the BWR shroud is a "priority 1
component." However, no mention or attempt was made to
demonstrate how RAMA performs in the evaluation of the shroud.
Provide benchmarking data and calculations for the core shroud.
Response: The purpose of the Ref. 7 document is to provide general
modeling guidelines that can be used to assist users in the application
of RAMA to BWR component fluence evaluations. Application of the
RAMA methodology to RPV vessel and surveillance capsule fluence
evaluations, including comparison of calculated values to
measurements, is described in Refs. 1, 2, and 3. Application of the
RAMA Fluence Methodology to the core shroud in the active fuel region
is straightforward since this region is modeled to obtain the RPV
fluence. In Ref. 7 the shroud is evaluated using the same criteria as the
RPV in the geometry meshing sensitivity studies. A benchmark
evaluation is currently underway to demonstrate the adequacy of the
RAMA Fluence Methodology for determining the fluence of the core
shroud and the top guide.

RAI 121-2

Comment: The staff requests that the BWRVIP provide a justification
of the statement in the BWRVIP-1 21 report, "The nature of the
guidelines is applicable to BWR plants without jet pumps...". In most
BWRs, the dosimeters are placed behind the jet pump which introduces
spectral distortions, particularly for Fe and Ni dosimeters. If the
BWRVIP report is indicating that the RAMA bias and uncertainties,
based on jet pump plants, are applicable to plants without jet pumps,
then the staff requests that the BWRVIP justify this statement.
Response: The intent of the statement is to indicate that the general
modeling guidelines and process for evaluating the adequacy of the
RAMA methodology described in Ref. 7 are valid for BWR plants with
and without jet pumps. There is no intent to imply that the results
obtained from evaluations performed in accordance with the
methodology described in Ref. 7 are the same for BWR plants with and
without jet pumps. Paragraph 4 on Page 1-1 of Ref. 7 has been revised
to clarify this matter. The revised Page 1-1 is provided in Attachment 5
to this document.

RAI HC-1

Comment: The surveillance capsule is situated directly behind the jet
pump. Given the "window" in the inelastic scattering of Fe in the 1.0 to
2.5 MeV range, what is the effect of the spectrum on the Fe, Ni, and Cu
activation?

9
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Response: The RAMA Fluence Methodology has the capability to
accurately represent jet pumps in the transport model. As a result, the
spectral effects associated with the presence of the jet pumps is
implicitly included in the transport calculation. Comparative studies
show that the calculated activities for Fe, Ni, and Cu are consistently
predicted (Refs. 2, 3, and 9) for jet pump and non-jet pump plants.
Relative to each isotope, Cu activities have shown a consistent -5%
negative bias relative to Fe and Ni. Because jet pump and non-jet pump
plants show the same trend, it is suggested that the difference in the
calculated Cu activities is attributable to either the Cu cross sections or
unaccounted.for impurities in the metal (see RAI HC-4 and RAI HC-5).
RAI HC-2

Comment: There is no mention of the estimation of the neutron
spectrum in these calculations. The report states that there are 12
segments in the cycle, with different material compositions. It seems
that the major differences in these segments are the decreasing
concentration of U-235, the increasing concentration of Pu-239, and the
increasing concentration of fission products. How do these changes
affect the spectrum and how is it calculated?
Response: Each segment (or state point) represents an exposure
interval of the reactor cycle. The intervals for the analysis were selected
in accordance with the criteda presented in Section 5.2.1 of Ref. 7. The
state point data for each state point includes fuel isotopics (i.e., the
number densities for the uranium and plutonium nuclides)
corresponding to the exposure of the state point. The spectrum is
calculated in RAMA using a weighting based upon the contribution of
the various uranium and plutonium nuclides, as described in Equation
4-25 of Ref. 1.

RAI HC-3

Comment: What were the findings/results from the sensitivity study?
Are the parameter default settings optimized?
Response: The results of the sensitivity study for Hope Creek are
reported in Section 4.4 of Ref. 9 and are consistent with the results
observed for the other operating plants (BWR and PWR) reported in
Refs. 2 and 3. All of the parameters except the mesh size and angular
quadrature selection are optimized. These latter two parameters can
have significant computational penalties, thus both are evaluated to
provide an acceptable balance between accuracy and computational
performance. The mesh size results in <3% deviation from asymptotic
value and the angular quadrature selection results in <7% deviation
from the asymptotic value. The parameter set used in the fluence
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evaluation provides acceptable accuracy and computational
performance.
RAI HC-4

Comment: Given the systematic underestimation of the Cu
dosimeters, address whether an investigation shall be launched to
determine if a dosimeter-specific bias exists?
Response: It is observed from the benchmarks that the
underestimation of Cu activities is consistent and on the order of about
5%. It is noted in the H. B. Robinson benchmark report (Ref. 10) that
impurities in the Cu metal, specifically cobalt, can account for about 2%
of the difference. Predicated on this statement and the response
provided for RAI HC-5, it is not clear whether the observed bias is
material or cross section related. Further investigation would need to
include the full compositional characterization of the Cu metal. The
BWRVIP has no plans to investigate this matter.

RAI HC-5

Comment: The report states that the Cu discrepancy could be due to
Co-59 impurity. The staff requests that the BWRVIP address that
dosimeters supposed to be chemically and isotopically pure?
Response: The possibility of trace (on the order of <0.25 ppm) cobalt
impurity in pure copper has been acknowledged by copper industry
experts (Ref. 11). Due to the large thermal neutron reaction rate of
cobalt-59, this level of impurity can lead to a few percent of additional
cobalt-60 in the dosimeter due to the activation of cobalt-59. A
correction of approximately 2% for cobalt impurity in the copper
dosimetry was provided for in the H. B. Robinson Unit 2 Cycle 9
benchmark results reported in Ref. 10.
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The bias, based upon comparison of calculated to measured dosimeter results, is:

I

Mi
B- -

c~i

-

M

=M

ml

--(7-38)

where mi is the i-th measured activation value in the database and c is the i-th calculated
activation value. Note that an implicit assumption in Eg. (7-38) is that the relative bias based
upon comparison to measured values applies to RPV locations as well.
The elements contributing to the comparison uncertainty analysis are generally quite different for
the vessel simulator benchmark evaluations as opposed to operating light water reactor dosimetry
evaluations. As a result, the bias and uncertainty (standard deviation) are determined using the
above methodology for two different measurement databases: (1) the vessel simulator
benchnark database consisting of comparison results for the PCA and VENUS-3 benchmark
problems, and (2) the operating system database consisting of dosimetry measurement data from
operating light water reactor plants.
The comparison databases must be evaluated to confirm their statistical validity for use in
determining the RPV "best estimate" bias. Statistical valid databases must meet three criteria: (1)
the database should provide a representative sample over the range of operating states for which
the fluence evaluation methodology is to be applied, (2) the uncertainty in the database
comparisons should be small compared to the comparison bias, and (3) the calculation and
measurement errors of the comparison ratios must be uncorrelated (i.e., no systematic bias is
present in the comparisons).
The method of evaluating the extent of correlated comparisons in the databases, and the method
for removing the correlated bias is described in [9]. The database comparisons are expressed in a
regression model of the form:

=

/1,

+

ii-I

(7-39)

c

where /t ,,, is the fitted mean of the comparisons, ck are fit coefficients, and ak are parameters that
represent various possible correlation conditions, such as the type of detector, the location of the
detector (e.g., in-vessel and behind jet pumps), the. energy threshold of the detector, etc. The
statistics of the fit parameters are. used to determine correlated parameters. The regression model
of Eq. (7-39) is used to remove the systematic bias from the measurement comparisons. The
measurement comparisons are used to determine an adjusted bias, as in Eq. (7-38).
7.3.3

II

Combined Uncertainty
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7.3.4

Best Estimate Fluence

The combined fluence bias and standard deviation determined from Section 7.3.3 are used to
compute the best estimate neutron fluence from the calculated fluence as specified in [1] using
the following methodology.
If the combined standard deviation is _<20%, the best estimate neutron fluence is
q,= p, (I- Bj)

(7-44)

where q) is the calculated neutron fluence and B, is the combined fluence bias. If the combined
standard deviation is greater than 20% but less than 30%, the best estimate neutron fluence is
20)
9= (1i+ Bc +aj(%)100

(7-45)

where oa is the combined fluence standard deviation from Eq. (7-43).
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The combined capsule bias (and uncertainty) is the weighted sum of the analytic and comparison
biases (and uncertainties) where the weighting factors are inversely proportional to the analytic
and comparison variances, respectively [3]. Table 5-4 shows that the combined capsule
uncertainty is determined to be 10.0% with a bias of -0.7% for both the >1.0 MeV fluence and
the >0.1 MeV fluence. The combined uncertainty is less than 20 percent as recommended in
Section 1.4.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.190 [6].
Table 5-4
Combined Capsule Uncertainty

5.4

Best Estimate Neutron Fluence and Flux

Table 5-5 provides the RAMA calculated best estimate neutron fluence and rated power flux
values for the Susquehanna Unit 2 capsule for energy >1.0 MeV and for energy >0.1 MeV. Since
the combined bias from Section 5.3 of this report is substantially smaller than the corresponding
combined uncertainty, the computed combined bias is not statistically significant. The combined
uncertainty of 10.0% is also less than 20% as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.190. Therefore,
the best estimate values for flux and fluence are equivalent to the calculated values (i.e., no bias
is applicable for the calculated neutron flux and fluence). The best estimate capsule neutron
2
17
2
17
flueence for energy >1.0 MeV is 1.555x10 n/cm and for energy >0..1 MeV is 2.801x10 n/cm .
The, best estimate capsule rated power neutron flux for energy > 1.0 MeV is 7 930xl10 n/cm2-s
and for energy >0.1 MeV is 1.428x10 9 n/cm2 -s.
Table 5-5
Best Estimate Neutron Fluence and Rated Power Flux for Susquehanna Unit 2 Capsule
Standard Deviation

Energy Range

RFluence
n/cm 2

2
Standard
Deviation
nlcm

2
Ratednlcm
Power
_s Flux

>1.0 MeV Average

1.555E+17

1.555E+16

7.930E+08

7.930E+07

>0.1 MeVAverage

2.801E+17

2.801E+16

1.428E+09

1.428E+08

2_
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INTRODUCTION
The BWR Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP) has developed the RAMA fluence
Methodology (hereinafter referred to as the Methodology) for use in calculating neutron fluence
in boiling water reactors (BWRs). The current version of the Methodology is applicable for
calctulations at the surveillance capsule location as well as on the core shroud and within the
reactor vessel over the active fuel height. The Methodology is designed to meet the requirements
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Regulatory Guide 1.190 [1].
The Methodology includes computerized analysis tools that perforn neutron fluence
calculations, modeling guidelines that describe the use of the methodology, and benchmark
reports that document the capability of the Methodology to accurately predict neutron fluence.
The benchmark problems that have been used to demonstrate the capability of the Methodology
include the analysis of specific benchmark problems identified in the NRC Regulatory Guide
1[190 and analyses of surveillance capsule measurements for commercial BWRs.
Accurate neutron fluence determinations are required for a number of reasons: 1) to determine
neutron fluence in the reactor pressure vessel (R.PV) and at surveillance capsule locations to
address vessel embrittlement issues; 2) to determine neutron fluence in the core shroud in order
to determine fracture toughness and crack growth rate for use in flaw evaluation calculations;
and 3) to determine neutron fluence in other internal components above and below the active
core for structural integrity assessments or to evaluate repair technologies. Fluence predictions
are potentially required in other parts and locations within the reactor pressure vessel. However,
the near term need for fluence calculations includes mainly the internals such as the pressure
vessel, core shroud, surveillance capsule locations, and jet pumps, at elevations within the height
of the active fuel.
This manual is intended to provide guidelines for the user of the Methodology to assist in
ascertaining the fluence evaluation to be performed, collecting the data needed for the
evaluation, building the geometry models for the reactor and components of interest, processing
material data, evaluating the flux and fluence results generated by the Methodology, and
performing an uncertainty analysis of the results. The discussions and examples in this manual
describe the modeling and analysis process for typical BWR plants with jet pmnps. However, the
basic process presented in the guidelines is applicable to BWR plants without jet pumps as well.
A summary of the remaining sections of this manual is presented in the following paragraphs.
Section 2 of this manual presents an overview of the Methodology software package. The
individual software components that comprise the Methodology are presented along with a brief
discussion of the calculational flow and overview of the entire modeling process.
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